Warehousemen
egotiating Lockout
By E. PATON,
President ILWU No. 1-6
The union is meeting with the
ssociation of San Francisco Distributors in an attempt to settle
ihe Hiram Walker and Woolworth
strikes, and the lockout instituted
,)y the Distributor's. Association in
their attempt to force the union to
'ake a master contract, the terms
to be dictated by the Association of
istributors.
In our present meetings, Mr. Paul
C. Smith, general manager of the
'hrbnicle, is acting as mediator.
The union called on him to act as
nediator after he had written several editorials against the union.
e accepted, and the distributors
agreed to have him serve. Some
,rogress can be reported in the
eetings to date.
The possibility of a settlement is
tronger now than it has been for
the last month and a half, although
_ke do not want to create the impression that a settlement is deftitely in sight.

LASH!
Locked out warehousemen this
eek stopped the opening of a
"new" liquor warehouse by the Dis)ributors Association in cahoots
with AFL warehousemen (members
,f Teamsters Local). The Distributors Association was attempting to
Be the AFL men to scab on the
Kicked out warehousemen. A picket
line eif the locked out warehouse-hen was not broken through by the
AFL group.
Our locked out members have
hewn a remarkable solidarity on
the picket lines and have a clear
nderstanding of all a the issues
involved in spite of the sabotage
carried on by the AFL warehouse
- fficials in accepting one of the
Phoniest contracts ever negotiated
Y so-called labor leaders.
This contract, we are positive,
-*Watt negotiated at this time to
create confusion in the ranks of
,our members and to turn public
opinion against us. The mere fact
that a union should take a full
- Page ad in all of the daily papers
displaying a master contract that
'scovers 300 of its members is
strong enough proof for us that

the employers' fine hand is definitely in the picture.
We have made an analysis of
their agreement and a special leaflet will be put out carrying all the
details. The following are some of
the high lights in their master industrial association agreement:
1. They have preference of employment for 120 million American citizens. There is no preference of employment for union
members.
2. There is no regulation of
hours except that overtime starts
after eight consecutive hours. For
exlimple, the employer may work
you from 8 a. m. to 12 noon—send
you home; call you back at 8 p. rn
and work you until midnight—at
straight time. There are no guaranteed minimum hours. The employers can work you for a half hour
and pay you for a half hour.
3. Mr. White has signed away
the rights of his membership to
strike for or arbitrate for wage
increases for a period of five
years. Their contract is written
so that at the end of each year,
the question of wages will be
opened up by the AFL if agreed
that they will not strike for five
years, and under their arbitration clause they cannot arbitrate
wages.
We believe that this action on
the part of the AFL Warehousemen's Union will go down in the
history of the labor movement in
San Francisco as one of the most
vicious attacks against another
trade union that has ever occurred.
The agreement ranks right along
side or some of Vandeleur's cannery agreements, everything for the
employer and nothing for the members covered by the agreement.
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Fed. Supports
Picket Line

DOLLARS
Maritime Commission Condemns
Dollar Fund Draining; Neglect of
Its Crews
(Special to the Voice)

WASHINGTON, D. C. —
The Dollar Steamship Line,
whose round-the-world ships
have made it the most famous of American steamship
lines and whose incredibly
poor crews' quarters have
made it the most infamous
of American marine employers, was wrecked primarily
by improper and even shady
practices by its owners.

Excessive commissions, mismanagement, company charges, dividends and other withdrawals of
huge sums from the line's coffers,
and not lack of business, abnormally high costs or "labor trouble" as
claimed by the company, were responsible for the failure of the line,
the U. S. Maritime Commission
charged in a recent report.
SHOCKINGLY INCOMPETENT
Reporting on the reorganization of the line as a private company 90 per cent of whose stock
is now owned by the commission, the commission charges

1772
TOTAL VOTE-2701.

929

:°F1 WARD TO A NATIONAL
M ARITIME
FEDERATION •

SEATTLE, OcAober 10.—With the
full support of District Council No.
1, MEBA, Local 38, placed a picket
line around the Swayne and Hoyt
ships Point Lobos and Point Estero
here today. This company employes
engineers Who are members of a
company union.
MEBA, Local 38, requests Swayne
and Hoyt to sign a contract with
them and in order to place a union
crew on the ship.
Sailors, Firemen, Cooks and Stewards and Longshoremen respected
the picket line 100 per cent with
the result that both ships are laid
up until such time as the company
comes to some agreement acceptable to the MEBA.
The engineers aboard the boat
were members of the Gulf Licensed
Officers' Association.
Everyone is respecting the picket
line, including the Teamsters.

EMPLOYERS,
L.A.Conference
Condemns Chamber
Of Commerce Move
LOS ANGELES.—The Los Angeles Trade Union Conference meeting last week condemned George
H. Davis, President of the U. S.
Chamber of Commerce, for his propose4 drastic changes in the Wagner Labor Act.
The resolution pointed out that
the Chamber of Commerce is antagonistic toward labor and that
any changes in the act af this time
would nullify and wipe out the
gains made by labor, particularly
during Roosevelt's administration.
The Conference sent copies of the
resolution condemning the U. S.
Chamber of Commerce to Williani
Green, President of the American
Federation of Labor who has also
taken the platform for changes in
the law.

Results for the most hotly contested office, that of president were
George Woolf, 727; Jack Berolla,
238. Other officials elected were:
ALLOT COMMITTEE'S REPORT Vice-presidents, Karl Yoneda, first;
ON CIO AFFILIATION
Salvador Caballero, second, and
No Ben Fee, third; secretary, Raymond
Yes
Vote
Vote Aguirre; treasurer, John Gallegos;
162 recording secretary, Robert D'Orle314
Prancisco
Pertla,nd Branch
61 ans; and sergeant-at-arms, Ramon
85
eattle Branch
536
422 Becerra and Amador Troche.
ristol Bay Branch_ 469
219
At Aits last membership meeting
iellingham Branch
71
17 the local voted to assess itself 25c
"4°- Eastern Alaska
192
13 per member, in order to donate $300
105
35 to the campaign for the defeat of
Anchorage Branch
Proposition No. 1.
Donations of $10.00 were also
made to the striking Shrimp Peelers of Corpus Christi, Texas, and
to the Leo Gallagher Campaign
Fund.

GREETINGS
October 10, 1938.
'laska Unity Conference,
C/o Oliver Welfare,
United Fishermen's Union of the Pacific,
Ketchikan, Alaska.
'rile Maritime Federation of the Pacific sends heartiest greetings
‘tO the Alaska Unity Conference. We feel that
the formation of a dig...nilet council of the Mailtime Federation of the Pacific in Alaska at this
rue Will do much to off-set the Chamber of Commerce inspired "Alaska
1.43r the Alaskans" drive, form a united front of labor against the employdraw the Alaska labor movement much closer to the rest of the
,acific Coast and enable the workers to prepare for their coming
"
liggles against the employers.
• This conference is one more step toward bringing unity to the labor
"einent. The federation's slogan "An Injury to One is an Injury to
1" if upheld in Alaska will better the worker's conditions just as it has
n the rest of the Pacific Coast.
MARITIME FEDERATION OF THE PACIFIC.
BRUCE HANNON, Secretary-Treasurer.
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Price 5c

Roosevelt Asks Flo Labor eau;
Fe afion Supports Tobin' Plea

The last large group within the
SAN FRANCISCO
aritime Federation of the Pacific this week concluded a
Vote on CIO affiliation—the Alaska Fishermen's Union.
Ey a vote of nearly two to one, the CIO affiliation earned, according to Andrew Vigen, secretary. With a total
• ote of 2701, the men voted 1772 to 929 for affiliation with
the Committee for Industrial Organization.

By returning to office many present officials in the annual election
just concluded, members of the
Alaska Cannery Workers Union No.
5 demonstrated their approval and
assured continuance of present progressive policies.
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There is no doubt that the Association of Distributors intends to
capitalize on the AFL master contract; but after the meeting on
Saturday, at which approximately
1500 were present, it is our opinion
that the membership will successfully resist any attempt by the
AFL Warehouse Union and the Association of Distributors to blackjack our union into accepting any
agreement not arrived at through
genuine collective bargaining.

Woolf Reelected
As Cannery
President

FEDEINIO

"An Injury To One Is An Injury To All"

laska Fishermen
ote 2 To I
or CIO Affiliation

Since its inception, the Alaska
ishermen's Union has supported
'
.e Maritime Federation of the Pacific and united with all groups on
e Pacific Coast under the Federatotes
banner to work for peace and
.11111011Y between the American
Federation
of Labor and the Com'tt•ee for Industrial Organization.
"We have always supported the
aritime Federation," Andrew Vige° said today when he announced
he vote."We will continue to work
r Peace and harmony in the labor
Illovement. We believe in the Fed-- allows slogan—"An injury to one
18 ah injury to all."

(7 THE

Above are the sleeping quarters on the President Hayes. Is it any
wonder that the Maritime Commission branded Dollar Lines, as having
the most blatantly bad quarters for the crews of almost any line afloat.
that "every conceivable device
was adopted to drain the earnings and the working capital
from the company as rapidly as
possible.
"The past history of the Dollar
operations made it obviously clear
that the management was shockingly incompetent."
Nearly $5,000,000 was improperly
paid to the four principal owners
of the line, R. Stanley Dollar, J.
Harold Dollar, H. M. Lorber, and
H. Fleishhacker, between 1923 and
1934, in the form of commissions
and other withdrawals of funds
from the company's earnings.
In 1932, while the Dollar Line

was losing more than a million
dollars, the Robert Dollar Company, the line's managing agency
and owned by the same men that
own the line itself, made a profit
of more than $60,000 and paid
executives' salaries totaling $135,000.
Between 1928 and 1933, the Piacific Lighterage Corporation, a former Dollar affiliate, made $1,500,000 by reason of its relationship to
the steamship line, even while the
line itself was going deeper and
deeper in the hole.
Creditors of the line were also
left out on a limb. Money borrowed
(Continued on Page 7)

FEDERATION BACKS
RAILROAD BROTHERHOODS
IN FIGHT AGAINST CUT
SAN FRANCISCO—The Maritime Federation of the Pacific today demanded of the Railroad Mediation Board that
it carry out President Roosevelt's program of no wage-cuts
in handing down a decision on the proposed 15 per cent
wage cut for the Railroad Brotherhoods:
The following telegram was sent:
October 6, 1938.
Railroad Mediation Board,
Washington, D. C.
We would like to draw to your
attention the disastrous effects a
wage cut for raidroad workers
would have upon industry in general in the United States. We want
to point out that the Maritime Federation of the Pacific has Pledged
their fullest support to the railroad
workers in their fight .against this
proposed cut which we feel is a
direct attempt by big business to
place the results of their mismanagement on the backs of the workers and at the same time take a
crack at the New Deal.
MARITIME FEDERATION
Bruce Hannon, Secy.-Treas.

OLSEN SPEAKS
ON WATERFRONT
MONDAY

Headed by Senator Culbert L.
Olson, gubernatorial candidate, lecal and state nominees of the Democratic party for local and state
offices' at the general election November 8th will address an open
air mass meeting of waterfront
workers next Monday noon, October 17th, at Clay and Embarcadero.
A call to attend the rally has
been issued to maritime workers of
all unions.
Besides Senator Olson, speakers
will include Jon F. Shelley, Democratic candidate for the State Senate, and nominess for the State
Assembly, including Joseph Gilmore, George E. Collins, Jr., Dan H.
Gallagher, Edward F. O'Day, George
B. Harris and Leland J. Lazarus.
The mass meeting is being staged
under the auspices of the Organized Labor Democratic Committee,
with Germain Bulcke as chairman.
FORWARD TO A NATIONAL
MARITIME FEDERATION •

"JUSTICE"
The Supreme Court today agreed to hear arguments In the
appeals of the Southern Pacific from the Northern California
District Court approving application of the California tax to property used in intra-state commerce.
The Supreme Court today agreed to hear arguments in the
appeal of the Pacific Telephone and Telegraph Company on the
same sort of case.
The Supreme Court today granted the petition of the Ford
Motor Company for a review of the Sixth Circuit of Appeals decision permitting the NLRB to reopen Its case on unfair labor
practices at Ford's River Rouge plant.
The Supreme Court today refused to hear a review of the case
of Tom Mooney convicted on framed-up evidence in the San
Francisco Preparedness Day bombing 22 years ago.

U. S. SUPREME COURT
DENIES MOONEY
HEARING
SAN FRANCISCO—The United States Supreme Court
refused for the third time to review the evidence which 22
years ago sent Tom Mooney to San Quentin on framed-up
charges.
Ending one of the most dramatic struggles of labor to
free any labor prisoner through the courts, the United
States Supreme Court handed down a two-sentence denial
to review the now infamous jailing of Mooney on trumpedup charges. For the first time in the history of the court the
two dissenters, Justice Reed and Justice Black, were named
in the simple denial of a writ. The two justices were the
recently appointed liberals to the Supreme Court bench.
Although three times the
preme Court has been called upon
to act in the Mooney case it has
never reviewed the evidence on
which labor's martyr was sent to
prison. His sentence was life imprisonment for the Preparedness
Day bombing in 1916. Mooney has
proved again and again he could
not possibly have been implicated
by a photograph snapped at the
time showing him a mile away from
•
the bombing.
Immediately upon hearing that
the Supreme Court had denied
him the right to have the evidence of perjury heard before the
court, Mooney issued a statement
that his only hope for freedom
now lay in the election of Culbert
E. Olson as governor of the State
of California.
For four years Mooney .has attempted to get Marbletop Merriam
to free him bat the reactionary
now in the Governor's chair in
Sacramento has turned a deaf ear
to the famed-labor prisoner's plea.
The following wires were sent
by Tom Mooney today to his attor-

ney, John F. Finerty, and to Governor Frank F. Merriam.
To Mr. Finerty: "Wire received.
Absolutely opposed t9\ your filing
any motions in United States Supreme Court at this time. If you
have filed any motions or sought
permission to file them, you are
now hereby requested to withdraw
same immediately.
By this monstrously unjust decision the United States Supreme
Court has branded itself as a bulwark of the predatory, corporate,
anti-labor interests of America.
It has reaffirmed its position with
the class courts of California.
The outrageously unjust decision proves conclusively that
the President of these United
States, Franklin Roosevelt, was
correct in his efforts to reorganize that august tribunal of reaction, and thls Is borne out by the
fact that the two dissenting justices are recent appointees of the
President to the Court. All of
the older members of the Court,
steeped In the time worn, thread(Continued on Page 6)

Request For NLRB
Representative
In Islands Made
Sound Program
SAN FRANCISCO—Brother Ted
Dolan, Marine Firemen, was here Will
Defeat
this week to appeal to the National
Labor Relations Board for a Board Fink Halls
representative in Hawaii.

LEWIS ASKS
GREEN TO
RESIGN
The Maritime Federation of the
Pacific today backed Daniel Tobin
and the Teamsters' Union in their
demand for peace and unity in the
labor movement.
All labor waited this week hoping
for the successful outcome of a
demand for unity between the
American Federation of Labor and
the Committee for Industrial Organization made by Daniel Tobin,
head of the Teamsters' International, made at the Houston, Texas,
meeting of the AFL now in progress.
Tobin's leadership in the demand
for peace with the CIO was a true
expression of the rank and file
350,000 Teamsters comprising his
organization.
Heated debate on Tobin's demand
that the resolutions committee report assailing John L. Lewis, head
of the CIO, be sent back to the
AFL executive council followed.
The convention adopted a resolution declaring there was no solution to the split in labor until
Lewis either was deprived of his
authority or voluntarily stepped
aside.
Grave of face, Lewis on October
11 issued the following statement:
"There may be some virtue behind the suggestion of the federation that I personally retire from
official participation in the matter.
Obviously the CIO could function
without the benefit of my services.
The same suggestionu would apply
to Mr. Green, In any event, / think
It is worth trying.
"1 advise that I am willing to resign tomorrow, or any other day
thereafter as chairman of the Committee for Industrial Organization,
(Continued on Page 3)

FINK HALLS

Dolan was given an open shipping
date by his union in Hawaii in order that he mig:et come to the
United States to make his appeal.
The Maritime Federation, backing his efforts, sent the following
telegram to Washington, D. C.:
October 11, 1938.
Donald Wakefield Smith,
National Latior Relations Board,
Washington, D. C.
We earnestly request you to use
every means in your power to appoint a trial examiner for the Territory of Hawaii ihimediately. The
many brutal attacks upon organized labor by the industrialists of
the Islands in the past six months
have shocked workers all over the
United States. We are confident
that the immediate trial of these
cases would do much to force employers of the Islands to respect
the Wagner Act and the National
Labor Relations Board and guarantee the workers the right to organize and bargain collectively with
these employers.
MARITIME FEDERATION
Bruce Hannon, Secy.-Treas.

Absentee Ballots
Sought As Votes
Against Prop. 130
SEATTLE—District Council No.
1 this week concurred in a Marine
Cooks and Stewards resolution to
see that every voter in the city
who has an absentee ballot whether
he he in the hospital or in the suburban areas votes down Initiative
No. 130 now on the ballot in Washington.
This initiative, similar to ones
in Oregon and California, has as its
real objective to smash labor unions. All labor is working with
friends and sympathizers of the labor movement to see that these
initiatives are not passed in any
of the three states.

By BRUCE HANNON
Secretary, Maritime Federdtion
The spring session of Congress
in 1937 during the maritime strike,
saw determined effort by Senator
Copeland and his cohorts to push
through Congress a bill commonly
referred to as the Seamen's Dog
Collar Act. This act would have forced every seaman to be registered
and shipped by United States shipping commissioners.
This bill, coming as it did, at the
end of the prolonged and costly
strike, was fought by labor, in an
effort to block this repressive piece
of legislation. ISU leaders consistently supported the dog collar act
and it was their support that prevented progressive forces from defeating the act a whole. The act was
modified to require the issuance
of sea service certificates to all
seamen employed in the .merchant
marine. These certificates were not
mandatory and seamen could carry
discharges.
The futility of attempting to continue the strike against this measure should be clear by this time
to all maritime workers. We have
also the bitter experience of 1921
to fall back upon.
Senator Copeland, backed by the
same reactionary forces again attempted at the last session of Congress to hamstring maritime labor
by forcing all seamen to ship on
government controlled ships thru
the Maritime Commission hiring
halls. This has been especially dangerous since the .Maritime Commission has bought outright and is rapidly gaining control of the biggest
part of the AMERICAN MERCHANT MARINE.
We have reason to believe that
the present Maritime Commission
with its chairman, Emory S. Land,
has as its purpose not only the.
financial relief of the American
Merchant Marine but also the
realization of the industrialitsts'

dream of smashing maritime labor,
by the refusal of the Maritime Commission to deal with the certified
bargaining agencies of licensed and
unlicensed seamen.
This open shop drive by the
commission is our hardest battle at
the present time for the reason
that maritime labor still faces the
task of mobilizing all possible
forces to defeat whatever maneuvers the reactionaries may use.
We must remember that Senator
Copeland gained a great deal of
support for the passage of this
measure thru William Green, president of the American Federation of
Labor.
Senator Homer T. Bone, of Washington, proposed an amendment to
this Maritime Commission bill. The
amendment read:
(b) Neither the Maritime Corn(Continued on Page 7)

Ships Scalers
Work Dollar
Line Vessel
SAN

FRANCISCO — The Ship
Scalers, Local 2, this week, took a
firm stand as the Dollar Lines prepared to put Sailors'. Union of the
Pacific men aboard the President
Cleveland to do Ship Scalers' work.
The Ship Scalers refused to allow
the Sailors' Union of the Pacific to
have their work and the Dollar
Lines were forced to call 14 Ship
Scalers' men.
Work on Fish Reduction work
.will also be done by the Ship Scalers' Union, it was announced by the
Local.

Our Rights
Dr. Edgar A. Lowther, one of
the vigorous supporters of a
Town Meeting to explain controversial issues to the public,
said at a recent mass meeting
for the Retail Clerks:
"We believe America should
be made safe for public. opinion."

VOICE of the FEDERATION
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CONTRIBUTION
Editor:

Dictators Won't Go
With the Rank and File
San Pedro, Calif.,
October 3, 1938.

THE PRICE MEN PAY
FIGHTING FOR DEMOCRACY
Voice of the Federation: The "West Coast
Sailors" issue of September 23, 1938, carried
news concerning six SUP men presently in
Spain. This "news" implied that these men
who are now in Barcelona were reaching out
to destroy the SUP. It was further reported
that they had been behind in dues, signed a
document and were members of the Communist Party. Therefore they were expelled.
I would like to know who+
had not at one time or anether been behind in dues.
What does this "document"
state and why doesn't the
New York, N. Y.
WCS publish it? As regards Editor of the VOICE:
the allegation that the men I wish to thank the National Mariare members of the Commun- time Union for the splendid cooperation extended to me in making
ist Party—by whom is it possible relief for unemployed seaknown? Why not does the men.
I am more than grateful to the
WCS publish the names of NMU, and lealize that only our orthe accusers? Doesn't the ganized strength made it possible
brain trust of the SUP know for destitute seamen to be given
,full consideration by the relief authat membership in the Com- thorities without discrimination. It
munist Party isn't at all il- also clearly points to the need of
legal? Isn't the Communist democratic and progressiv civic
party on the ballot in many government that will work in con-

The Rank and File
Speaks For A
Nat'l Federation

stelbes?
it is deplorable

to relate that a
Oman group of bureaucratic agents
in the SUP drove through this expulsion order, concentrating hardest upod those who are the weakest
so to speak. Consider men thousands of miles away and in the war
zone, soldiers of the International
Brigades for many months. How
could they he otherwise than "behind in their dues"? Had they anything to say about the "charges"
placed against them? Was time and
any reasonable defense granted
these fearless and outspoken critics of Lundeberg's policy? The answer is NO—they had charges levelled against them which undoubtedly Were magnified and distorted
to the membership, and were expelled from the SUP in one brief
stroke of an evening's meeting.
Such tactics on the part of the
of the SUP are bureaucratic. In the first place why such
prejudice against types of men who
stake their lives against an enemy
of trade unionism—FASCISM? Isn't
the SUP against tyranny and Fascism?

officials

Jack Eggen, James Pierce, John
CI Coon, Louie Bianca, W. P. Ste
von and Stanley Postak are progressive and courageous minded
men who had enlisted during the
1936-37 lockout to join the Loyalists of the International Brigades
with many other SUP men and
maritime workers on the West
Coast. The Loyalists at that time
faced infinite odds, were in crucial
need of men as many had been
killed in action shortly before. The
above named six had been fighting
Franco for many menthe, enduring
endless suffering which is war, now
It is disclosed that they "stand suspended from the SUP."
As a member of the West Coast
Tieremen's Union I protest in their
behalf. To my mind it is Questionable the men hail been tried on a
fair and just basis. As the men now
stand as soldiers in the Interntional Brigades their expulsion out of
the SUP shows a faithlessness on
the part of the SUP brothers at
home. What has happened to the
Weft of "AN INJURY TO ONE IS

junction with progressive unions
to fill the needs of the unemployed,
The thing that impressed me
mostly is the fine way the National
Maritime Union is trying to cooperate with the West Coast Unions.
After all seamen are seamen—East
and West. We travel about from
port to port, from ship to ship and
from Coast to Coast and for this
reason we should have one powerful union, one union book and a National Maritime Federation.
The rank and file seamen of the
West Coast have no fight with the
seamen of the East Coast. We are
not responsible for the actions of
some of our officials who are playing into the hands of the shipowners by keeping the seamen divided.
The shipowners doesn't want nation unity of all marine workers,
and It seems that some of our union officials are carrying out the
shipowners' policies.
Yours for a National Maritime
Federation,
Fraternally,
P. Urpin, MEOW, No. 2742.

FEDERATION
FORCE FOR
UNITY
Dear Editort
Again the Maritime Federation
has proven its worth to the Maritime workers on the Pacific Coast
and its continued success is an innitration to all organized workers.
It has been the bulwark that has
stopped exploiting employers since
1934. This is a striking record
achieved despite the sabotaging efforts of a few ambitious officials,
some of whom have been carrying
on a separatist program for a long
time. The signing of the agreements for another year illustrates
that the unity forged in the fateful
days of 1934 is very real, real even
beyond the understanding of those
petty officials who hope to sq
themselves, and if possible, their
(Continued on Page 8)
AN INJURY TO ALL"?---Fraternally yours, Edmund Kempt, West
Coast MEOWW, 1302, Bellingham,
Washington.

Organized Labor Must
Unite Its Forces To
Save Democracy

Calif. Init. No. 1
Ore. Init. No.317
Wash Init No.130

Upholds Fighters

In Spain Ousted
A dark cloud is hovering over us in the form of a richly
From S. U. P.
worded, unnecessary piece of legislation which is incon-

quids and snappy round of replies
on the part of the firemen. Some
of the longshoremen who were sistent with the guarantees of the Constitution of the
Voice of the Federation:
listening
in certainly got an earful United
It is not my wish by writing this
States of America. Unless we, the vast population
of our unity as our officials pracletter to bring in personal grievof
working
men and women, middle class groups of farmtice it.
ances which happened at Pier 41
small
ers
merchants gather our forces and stop the
and
At our regular meeting Thursday
aboard the Shepard Line ship Windinvader
at
borders of peace and security, happy and
our
stewards
delegation
rush, but when two officials of the night when the
contented
homes
will dwindle to the same fear-ridden, disto
ask
came
into
the
hall
us
if
we
themselves
to
SUP take it upon
ship a cook from their hall it ap- were going to back them up in get- contented and unhappy atmosphere now so widely spread
pears to me as a direct attempt to ting rid of the two phoneys aboard, in Fascist Italy and Nazi Germany.
buck the main issue for which we there was a mild eruption on the' A certain group of individuals,+
fought during the last strike, the part of Malone and Quinn that we allied with industrial kings • and LEGISLATION. A ONE SIDED AFhiring hall. When officials of the had to let them ride to the East backed by tremendous financial in- FAIR FILLED WITH THE LIMISUP and MEOW support this pro- Coast. One of the phoneys was terests have submitted to the peo- TATIONS, PROHIBITIONS, AND
gram of attempting to split the thrown out of the NMU for selling ple of California, a proposal they HYPOCRICIES DESIGNED TO IMMarine Cooks away from the CIO jobs out the back door a year ago have appropriately mistitled
PEDE PROGRESS AND THE
by shipping men through the SIUP, and was an out and out belly rob- statute for "Peace in Employment WELL-BEING OF HONEST AND
shipped
out
other
ber
anyway.
The
men who had previously been
Relations.", INITIATIVE NO. 1.
HARD WORKING CITIZENS.
ttirown out of the MCS, then it is of the SUP ball which is against
These people with their decepThere is something more than
our
and
principles
democratic
way
time for us to watch Mr. Harry
tions, technical paragraphs, distor- similarity in the initiatives now on
leundeberg, Malone and Company of shipping. For over an hour there tion's and utter disregard of truth the ballots in the three leading Papretty close for it is nothing but was much bickering back and forth seek to place the vast populace of cific Coast states,
with the ULTIan attempt of his to herd the un- on the part of the rank and file working people back under the MATE AIM OF ATTAINING A
REand
Lundebergites,
the
but
finally
licensed personnel of ships into the
same intolerable conditions that ACTIONARY NATIONAL ANTI-LAAFL and break the democratic the rank and ,file won as always.
our forefathers suffered before col- BOR LAW AND DESTROYING
This is mY first letter to be sent
rights of our respective unions.
lective action, privation, courage THE WAGNER ACT. We in Calito the VOICE in its nearly four
The SUP official who was
and bloodshed brought them liberty, fornia while mobilizing our forces
years of existence. Since its beginaboard the Windrush, Coester by
free speech and security. against No. 1 are not unmindful of
ning we have drifted far from the
name, tried to intimidate the fireDoes a group of people in the the fact that systematic cooperaunity that we had then in our unman into staying aboard that ship
present day and age in order to tion must be extended to our brothions and between them. It seems
even when there was a picket line
further their selfish alma seek to er and sister workers, and middle
to me as one who goes to sea and
about the ship, even when at the
have three of our greatest states: class groups in the north. Spread
does not have any time to fall into
regular meeting of the MEOW they
California, Oregon and Washington your activities and ideas AGAINST
any one group, except to follow the
voted unanimously to back the
wrrimitAw
THE CONSTITU- Initiative No, 1, contact all friends
wishes of the membership that it's
MCS to make the Shepard Line
TIONAL RIGHTS AND PRTVI- and relatives in the home, on the
about time to get rid of some of
come to terms and also to force
LEGES OF AMERICAN CITIZENS street, in the office, stores, on the
our pie-cards that think they are
the sailors to stay in their own back
—do they not realize that intelli- ships, on all sides, in all areas,
going to herd us back to Bill Green
yard. It certainly seemed to some
gent American men and women visit the hospitals, contact fraterand his die hard phoneys. Some of
of us aboard there while he was
can read betwetn the lines of the nal societies. REMEMBER THAT
us who were on the East Coast in
sputtering around the mess hall
deceptive and misleading para- ABSENTEE VOTES COUNT TOO.
the last strike hafen't forgot the
that our unions have fallen into the
graphs of their "peace proposal?"
Get the "chain letter" idea movstruggle and hardship that was ours
hands of would he dictators and
DO THEY THINK FINN PHRASES ing. We have enjoyed free speech
for 96 days ofor the sake of unity
the results of the cliques that sponAND ATTRACTIVE RHETORIC and. assemblage, life, liberty and
and the hiring hall and are not gosored the Bea Farers Federation
WILL ANESHETIZE THE LABOR- the pursuit of hapiEiness for a long
ing to sit idly by when a certain
last winter, namely, Lundeberg and
ING AND MIDDLE CLASSES AND time under our Tational constitugroup thinks they can be taken
his adherents or stooges.
PLACE THEM UNDER AN OPER- tion. WE MUST PRVERVE ALL
away from US, by using dictator
ATION THAT CAN ONLY BRING THESE IN OUR STATES. OUR
Coester asked the blackgang in methods.
DEATH TO THEIR CIVIL RIGHTS FUNDAMENTAL LIBERTIES ARE
the mess hall that morning, "what
Yours traitor/folly,
AND LIBERTY AND SECURITY? NOT GOING TO BE SUPPRESSare you going to do, let the sailors
Hopp" T. Neil,
We don't think so!
ED. MOBILIZE YOUR VOTES TO
out in the cold?" That started a
Rook No. 178, MEOW.
We are doing nicely under our DEFEAT THIS UN-AMERICAN,
beloved country doctor—DOCTOR DICTATORIAL, UNPRINCIPLED,
CONSTITUTION — and have no VICIOUS, AND DESTRUCTIVE
need for a specialist of their choos- MEASURE.
Vote NO on Initiative No. 1, NoEditor: During this period of po- from the hands of the Wall Street ingi INITIATIVE. NO. 1 IS SEClitical warfare, it appears that some looters and changed the term New ONO TO NONE TN A PIECE OF vember 8th. Respectfully, Ray J.
REACTIONARY AND INFERIOR Dunn, MC&S No. 1268.
of our brothers have swallowed an
Deal from an empty phrase to a
overdose of Jim Parley's campaign
hog-wash. The stuff is harmless as living reality? Roosevelt? Perkins?
long' as we take it for what it is, or any of these vacillating statespen?
and no more.
red - baiters
and
reactionaries
It was the mass of American Dear Editor:
But some brothers, who should
people
with organized labor in the
Perhaps we should overlook the against the known Communists and
know better have apparently fallen
evict them from further participavictim to the fiction that Roosevelt, vanguard, awakening to the tre- wild and foolish headlines carried
tion with the trade unions, reWagner and other such New Deal mendous power of their political by the paid press, that is directed
gardless of their progressiveness
and
economic
might,
which
routed
Martin
Dies,
by
chairman
of
the
stalwarts, are the sole sponsors
or past record through this strategy
and custodians of the New Deal and the Wall Street swine grom their committee to investigate un-Amerireaction would triumph and throttle
Washington
chairs
swivel
and
comactivities.
can
all benefits derived therefrom are
pelled the passage of social legislaBut taking inventory within their our progressive labor movement.
the fruit of their benevolence,
We recently have uncovered a
Let us, for a moment, clear the tion. Organized pressure brought activities we must not overlook the
air of the fog of campaign hysteria about passage of the Wagner Act. clever and sinister powers that are plot that has been smoldering some
and in sober reflection give credit It was not handed to us on a silver directing Martin Dies' foolishness, time when we recall the Honest
platter by a benevolent senator.
where credit is due.
It must be made clear that the Cox chain of events found in his
The wave of strikes which in Dies' Committee plotting scheme is fourteen point confession.
To begin with, the words "New
Cox, who seems to be double
Deal," "Forgotten Man" and other 1934 rocked the country from one a fascist move; by their using the
superiors blasted his
such terms used in the 1932 presi- end to the other, contributed im- names of prominent people and by crossed hy his
association
and
out of this blast
measurably
to
the
realization
them
of
aligning
as
a
Communist
stooges
dential compaign were never recame the names of Dies, Associated
genuine
New
Deal
in
government
are
who
working
the
influunder
garded as being anything more
Farmers, Doyle, Crawford a n d
than vote catching phrases. They and compelled the reaction to be- ence of Stalin, will cause these nonArms, the financial wizard of Red
gin
a
retreat
from
yvhich
they
communist
have
prominent
people
great
were not even conceived in the
embarrassment. The Dies scheme plots.
minds of these opportunist politi- never rallied, to this day.
We must not overlook the ship
The rhetoric that flows from the is that these people will whip up
cians, but were hurled at them by
operators when they stated, "we
an aroused American public which lips of our President is no more a fury and join hands with the
should get rid of our left-wing leaddemanded a New Deal in govern- than an echo of the sentiments voicers, blaming the economic situaed by the masses of American peo- by reaction: the path of Fascism.
ment.
tion
and shortage of work against
ple
and like a phonograph he can
In the early days of the New
It is the organized pressure of
Deal, under the NRA, there was set Just as easily play the recordings the people, particularly of organized our leaders.
"Suppose they did succeed in outup an apparatus which might eas- of Wall Street, should pressure labor, which supplies the motive
lawing the Communists?"
ily have become a "corporate state" from that direction be sufficient to power for the New Deal. Without
For example let's say that we all
patterned after that of Mussolini. compel him and the outcome of the thisconstant supply of power, the
join in with the red-haiters and
present
elections
will
"New
Deal"
determine
in
would
be
what
it
This was a government set-up,
was
drive out all of the 100,000 memthat in every way possible, encour- large part who is going to monop- in 1933, a hypocritical catch-phrase,
olize
the
White
House
talking
maused
to
conceal corporate wealth bers of the Communist Party from
aged the growth of monopolies and
public life. Then these master redpandered to the whims of big busi- chine, the American people or Wall and greed. It was only the organStreet.
pressure
of the people that baiters will laugh and say, "you
ized
ness, under the guise of effecting a
have only driven out the known
"partnership of capitall and labor"
This does not mean that there freed the honest, and progressive
and "restoring confidence to busi- exists no fundamental difference be- element within the Democratic par- Communists! Now you must drive
out the secret Communists and all.
ness."
tween New Dealers and reactionary ty from the fetters of Wall Street
sympathizers." The ComThe Washington bureaucracy of Republicans for while New Dealers and enabled them to aid the people their
munists were fighting for unity
that period was thoroughly impreg- will respond to the wants of the in their fight for social legislation
within the labor unions, therefore
nated with corporation executives people when, and only when, they and honest administration and only
comand Wall Street shysters. Never- receive popular support, the Repub- so long as we assure this continued every advocate of unity is a
The
out.
driven
munist
and
mist
be
had the corporate overlords a more licans, as the political arm of Wall freedom from the stranglehold of
New Deal
inviting opportunity to clamp their Street, are, on the other hand, utter- Big Business will they continue to Communists support the
and Roosevelt; they support Lewis
oppressive yoke upon the American ly deaf and blind to the needs and fight in our interests,—R. L. Scanand the CIO, they support the NonSUP
5125,
Washinglon,
Pinehurst,
people! Wto prevented this catas- aspirations of American people and
(Continued on Page 4)
trolie? Who wrested this control can follow only the course laid out ton.

Behind the New Deal

What's In a Red Name?

Sept. 27, 1938,
111 W. Burnside St.,
Portland, Oregon.

Voice of the Federation,
West Coast Sailor.
I note an article with interest in
the September 23rd issue of the
"West Coast Sailor" that at a heade
quarter's meeting of the Sailors'
Union, six members of the organization were expelled. Said expulsion being on the basis of an alleged letter signed by these men
and sent to their own organization,
also that said letter was mailed
from Barcelona, Spain.
What the letter contained, I do
not know as the document was not
printed. However, it does seem
strange to say the least that although a whole column could be
used to call them "renegade
stooges" and extol! the'democracy
of Sailors' Union, just a little more
space could not be used to print the
letter in question so as the membership as a whole could be reliably
informed on both sides of the question.
You state that as ground for expulsion that, "Also entered on the
record is the fact that you are
known to be members of the Communist Party."
I would, like to ask the following
questions.
First. Entered on what record?
Seceand. Known to be members of
the Communist Party, known by
whom?
Third. Why were these Men not
allowed to wait until they return
so as to appear before a regularly
elected trial committee?
It is my opinion and I believe the
opinion of every intelligent thinking member of the Sailors' Union
that this whole action smells of
higieliareled bureaucracy to railroad
out of the union anyone who may
not agree with the policies of. those
officials now in power and a direct
intimidation of anyone else who
may disagree. But the records will
show that such tactics in the labor
movement are not new. The old ISU
officials did the same and they are
out today; the reverse was the result.
I believe that the membership of
the Sailors' Union is getting pretty
fed up with such highhanded methods and the present "red hysteria"
fostered in the union by elected officials, whose only purpose, to all
appearances, is to perpetuate them-

We wish to acknowledge through
your columns a contribution
$6.50 for the boys fighting for democracY in Spain from the folio
ing members of the crew of the
S. S. George Olson,
N. Spangler, J. Jones, P. Kelley,
E. Comara, McDonald, Edwar
Cassas, Sam Cohn.
Please extend our thanks an
best wishes to the brothers who d
nated.
Fraternally yours,
LEE LEVY,
Adm. Se

Wants Real
Unity of
Rank and File
Editor: On last Saturday I was s
on picket duty With the sailor
riremen, cooks and stewards picke
ing the S. S. Harpoon. Some of the
firemen passed the word aroun
that there would be a joint Meet-,
ing at the sailors' and firemen
hall, to determine as to whether
the discharged men would accej
the 125 dollars transportation of- Z:
fered by the Shepard Line Co
patsy.
Having attended joint meetin
on ship and on shore .and takin
into consideration I was one of the •
pickets, I, together with some me
tiers of the cooks and stewards
went to the meeting,
B. J. O'Sullivan of Maritime Commission fame was talking. I tri
to say something on behalf of the ,
MC&S but was told by B. J. to g
out as the stewards department ha
no business there. So we came ou s
One of the brothers remained
little longer and he was pushe
around. This is what is called wor s
ing towards unity.
Well, I hope the rank and fi
of the firemen will take the matter'
up and when they call a joint me
ing and admit our members they •
will let us speak instead of belt
forcibly ejected. Yours for unity o
the rank and file, fraternally, R.
ledrich, Book No. 861.
selves in office and to beat down
any who advocate a policy differe
from others.
Concluding, let me say that thes
six members who are at present u
able to defend themselves have wen
the respect and admiration of eve
honest thinking member, not only
for their trade unionism, but f
their courage in enlisting in the
Spanish Loyalist army to do the
part, not in words or resolutions,
but with their very lives that fas
ism, the deadly enemy of trade u
ionism and democracy, shall no
only be driven out of Spain, but o
of the world as well.
T. Burns, SUP, No. 3970.
FORWARD TO A NATIONAL
MARITIME FEDERATION •

Professional Directory, S. F.
John 0.Degeenhardt
.
& Co.
Insurance Brokers

RUSS BUILDING
San Francisco, Calif.
EXbrook O—SIX—FOU R-0
Brokers to

LL.W.U. 1-6 and 1-10
Specializing In

Union Group Insurance

DR. MILES E. WALTON
DENTAL OFFICE
Entire 5th Floor at 702 Market
KEARNY & GEARY STS.
"Good Service for the
Membership"
Office Location Same for 25 Years

GLADSTEIN,
GROSSMAN and
MARGOLIS
ATTORNEYS AT LAW

SCOTTISH
RITE
l'Temple Association
1290 Sutter St.
•
MEETING

ALLS
Suitable for Unions,
Lodges and Affairs
•
ORdway 1636
'
's;EXbrook 2147

San Francisco

Nathan Merenbach
800 Mills Bldg.
San Francisco, Calif.
Attorneys for I.L.W.U. 1-6, 1-10

Attorney-At-Law
Seamen's Cases

g110 SUTTER ST. Room No. 604?
titi):(100:0C0:01X000OMOMOIM:01

Albert Michelson
Attorney-at-Law

COMPLIMENTS

San Francisco Union Meetings .. • • •
International Association of
Machinists, S. F. Lodge No. 68
Every Wednesday, 8 p.
Convention Hall, Labor
Temple, 16th and Capp Sts.
Executive Committee, 2nd and
4th Mondays of each month: 8
p. m.; Room 208, Labor Temple.
Frank Be Mattel, President.
Harry Hook, E. F. Dillon,
Business Agents.
T. W. Howard, Financial Secretary.
Wm. B. Peterson, Recording
Secretary.

ATTEND YOUR LifOION
MEETINGS.

Marine Firemen, Oilers, Watertenders' & Wipers' Assn.
V. J. Malone, Secretary —
Thursdays at 7 p. m., 58 Commercial St., Tel. DOughts 5650,
San Francisco Dispatcher,
DOuglas 7593.

Bay di, River Bargemen
& Powerboatmen
Local 1-22, I LW U.
Meetings—lst and 3rd Sundays, 10 a. no., 84 Embarcadero.
Chas. Delaney, President and
Business Manager, GArfield 1904.
W. Erickson, Dispatcher, GArfield 1904,

Women's Auxiliary No. 1 of the
Maritime Federation.
Regular meetings at Druids
Temple, 44 Page St., 2nd Thursday, 2 p. m., 4th Thursday, 8
1). Th.
Mail address: P. 0. Box 1249,
phone ATwater 1993.
B. Johansen, President.
C. Jurchan, Recording Secretary.
M. Eastman, Corresponding
Secretary.
G. Mathias, Treasurer.

ATTEND YOUR UNION
MEETINGS.

Marine Cooks & Stewards'
Association of the Pacific
Phone EX. 7440
Thursday at 4 p. m., at 86 Commercial Street.
E. F. Burke, Secretary-Treasurer.
ATTEND YOUR UNION
MEETINGS.

Inlandboatmen's Union
Meeting Wednesday morning,
10 a. m., Room 263, 25 California
St. Charles Daggett, Acting Secretary.

of

International Longshoremen's &
Warehousemen's Union
Local 1-10, San Francisco
Every Monday night at Eagles
Hall, 273 Golden Gate Ave.
Henry Schmidt, Peemident.
Germain Bulcke, Vice-President.
A. L. McCurdy, Secretary.
George Arms, Sec'y-Treas.
Schomaker, Business
John
Agent.
John Larsen, Business Agent.

ATTEND YOUR UNION
MEETINGS.

PACIFIC TRADING
COMPANY

Warehousemen's Union
Local 1-6, ILWU
77 Clay Street
Eugene Paton, President.
SAN FRANCISCO
Meeting-2nd and 4th Wednesdays of each month at Scottish
Rite Auditorium-

100 SACRAMENTO ST.

Attend Your

S. T. HOGEVOLL

Union Meetings

Importers of

Wel-Pac Products

Attorney
Proctor ir Admiralty

Specialty

821 Market St., nr. Fourth
DOugias 8666
San Franolsoo
11111.1111111111111MIN1101111111111111111111111111MINMIUNIMIUMN6

Attorney for Pacific Coast Marine Firemen, Oilers, Watertend
era and Wipers' Association.
1650 Russ Bldg. TeL Sutter 8866
San Francisco,

Eagles' Building
Auditorium and Halls
100% UNION

273 Golden Gate Ave.

Phone H Emlock 9207
Frank P. Walcott, Bldg. Supt.

SUtter 2188

Dr.Leon D. Klein
DENTIST
Rates to iiniOn tylemesa.

807 Flood Bldg..
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VOICE of the FEDERATION

SEATTLE
I °Whigs

ii

II

1

EY CAPT. B. S. (FULL AHEAD)
WORTLE
"An Associated Farmer," de?es Rosie of the Retail Clerks,
a bloke who crawls out of
a Patent leather bed at the St.
rancis at the wisp of dawn each
iorning so he can be the first
.1e to crash the picket line at
Kressessy
* * *

YOUNGER SET ACTIVE
Society Notes:
Mrs. Simon B.
Cassowary, the
prominent socialite and fellow
members
of the Nob
Hill Committee
for Two Cherries in Manhatan
Cocktails, made the rounds of
• ,air department stores
yesterday.
-Gawd, it was FUN," Mrs. Cassow'rY giggled. "We tried to hat-pin
Pickets, but they seen us corning and had boards in their pants.
ziorrow we're going to get drunk
and water-bag them
from the lm's roof. These communistic
"
risings are terribly thrilling. I
,•1 just like Marie
Antoinette."
* * *
CII E TO SAN FRANCISCO
'
ISTRIBUTOR'S ASSN.
n. Distributors
group,
• [ways immersed in hot
soup.
S' f suggests small advice:
'lit hot box-car on ice.
F requent
head buttings against the
Wall
Result
-hair and arches fall.
"118 observer confidentially think,
Distributors'
policies somewhat
stink.-Dr. Yawn Long.
* *

• ERICA N INSTITUTIONS
sdOssED/e SENATOR
RGARTEN WARNS
-SE ATTLE-Upon learning that
SI Per cent of Seattle's
longshore'
31 are registered to vote this
Year, Senator Hiram (Yes
But)
'rgarten made the following
st
atement to the Irlearst newspa::
"This high registration among
.- lower classes is horrible. If
theY vote, IT MEANS OUR LEG-

the residents and natives of
By A. E. HARDING
October
Alaska the true purpose and
On
SEATTLE.of this propaganda.
intent
delegates
to
4th a meeting of
Fox raised the point of
Brother
Conference
the Alaska Unity
the necessity for unity in Alaska
of
purpose
was held for the
because of the number of unions of
outlining a definite program differing affiliations existing there.
to be followed at the confer- The activities and aims of these
unions must be coordinated, he deence in Ketchikan.
adding that this will be the
clared,
the
One topic taken up was
chief task of the conference.
proAlaskans"
"Alaska for
Brother Fox also brought out the
paganda. It w as clearly necessity for political action in
brought out that this is noth- Alaska by means of the Alaska
ing more than an open shop Labor Party. The delegates assemdrive on the part of the em- bled were unanimously in accord
ployers, that actually, it is with this proposal.
Brother Whitney, Maritime Fedabsolutely imperative that eration delegate to the conference,
outside help be brought in to informed the body that his instrucAlaska each year. The dele- tions from Bruce Hannon were (1)
gates assembled were well that the Maritime Federation is to
equipped with evidence and. give the proper leadership to the
convention and (2) that a sub-disstatistics which will be intro- trict council of the federation is to
duced at the Conference. No be set up.
difficulty is anticipated in be- It was brought out by a number
ing able to demonstrate to of delegates familiar with the sane,-

MOVE TO FORCE MEBA
ITHDRAWAL FROM
FEDERATION STOPPED
By A. E. Harding
Council Secretary

SEATTLE.-At 8 p. m.,on
October 6th a delegation
from Washington District
Council appeared before a
regular membership meeting
of MEBA, Local No. 38, urging them to retain their affiliation with the Maritime
Federation of the Pacific.
This action was taken benuse W. Peel, business agent
of Local 38, had circulated
petition up and down the
Coast recommending that
[the Engineers withdraw from
the Federation on the
grounds "that they were a
minority group of skilled
workers, were out-voted by
the majority groups of unskilled workers, and were
therefore wasting th eir
money in paying per capita
to the Federation."
,

The committee was composed of
Brothers Harding, secretary of the
District Council and member of the
ARTA; McCormack of the MC&S,
and Dennett of the IBU. They were
well received by the engineers,
''or decades office
holders on were given courteous attention and
the pacific Coast, organized
under wre allowed plenty of time on the
leadership of the Chamber of floor.
utrunerce and Industrial
Associat , have
enjoyed high wages, bo- 40,000 BACKERS
*--(lees, the ten-hour week
Brother Mai-ding, himself a mem"Now our conditions are men- ber of a minority group of skilled
d. If these
longshoremen vote workers, informed the engineers
in
bloc It means blackisting, that "while the Seattle ARTA local
orimination and wholesale fir111(1 of public servants who accept
en a paltry $100 gift from a
grateful corporation. Down with
'a shape-up! Keep the
hiring
1'4" in. the Chamber of Cornspecs

L ATORS, MAYORS AND THE
-* UNCILMEN WILL HAVE TO
61-1 PER THE DEGRADATION
THE SHAPE-UP AT EVERY
EL ECTION!

Anti-Initiative

Week Pushed In
Washington

*

*

SEATTLE-The District Council

*

HOROSCOPE

concurred with the request of the

October 1st to 15th
October's
children have flatten.
feet from Picketing on Market Street rr

they ask the cooperation of all

• itiTS
MONTH-Columbus discovera
A merica. Waterfront employers
.` over September 30
has passed
11 everybody's still at
work. SenB !tin Johnson discovers
Associat• Partner
Bancroft is a progressive. Gov. Martin discovers the
Deal renominated in WashIngton.
- 1TX STARS REVEAL:
Constellations
canus ,Federat ionus
• eeio are moving closer
together. The dead
satellite Frey-Hutchwill be consumed in the heat
-enerated by its friction with the
I.
er
bodies.
ArARNING: Persons born under
'
."• 11.rus (the bull) are in a bad sitOh if Taurus
gets excited.
* * *
4/1\ "Keep your hands on your
W allets, boys, here
comes Ne. Ville
Chamberlain."

Bellingham, Wash.
,M eetings
every Tuesday, 811
tate St.
A
s 3cel Wilson, President.
..", Mallahan, Sec.
-Treasurer.
In. Dalton, Vice-President.
W., Otto, Financial Seely
'

Woman's Labor Congress in which
groups to cooperate with them in
designating the week October 1421, inclusive, as "Anti-Initiative
130 Week." During this week an intensive publicity campaign is to be
carried on against the vicious antilabor measure, its true nature and
purpose explained, on a state-wide
basis, and women throughout the
state will organize house parties
for the purpose of raising funds to
carry on the campaign against the
initiative.
Delegates to the District Council
were requested to report back to
their component organizations recommending concurrence and were
urged to do everything possible to
make October 14-21 a real "AntiInitiative 130 Week."

Co-ordinating Committee
Stymes Jurisdiction
Rows Between CIO-AFL
Brother Wedekind of the IBU reported that a system has been devised which he is confident will
greatly reduce the turmoil and the
number of quickie strikes in many
logging camps along the Sound
where log rafts are made up preparatory to towing them to the

These have been occasioned in
the past by small minority groups
of AFL boommen who created ju_Marine Firemen, Oilers,
Nat
risdictional disputes with the CIO
ertenders & Wipers Assn.
Bert Coleman, Agent-Thurs. boommen, often resulting in a com, 6. Tel. Main 6331, Seattle.
plete tieup which affected the loggers and members of the Inland
-t----...---___
-0- Boatmen's Union.
0
.
M arine Cooks and Stewards'
The method devised has been the
A
ssociation of the Pacific.
creation of two coordinating comJos
f'Ph Harris, 84 Seneca St.,
mittees in each camp. One is to be
Phone ELiot 2562.
composed of CIO groups employed
+

4

Alaska Dlegates
Lay Down Program
For Conference
tion in Alaska that a number of
unions which do not exist down
here or, if they do exist, have no
connection with the maritime industry, but that due to geographic and
economic conditions peculiar to
Alaska, are closely connected with
the maritime industry up there.
Brother Harding informed the
delegates that any group of organized workers engaged in the maritime transport industry can affiliate
with a district council, and that if
conditions are such in Alaska that
the unions under discussion are so
engaged, they can affiliate.
The meeting went on record as
recommending that the chairman of
the conference should be a local
brother, elected from the floor.
Wires were sent by District Council No. 1 to Senator Rodin of
Juneau, Congressional Delegate Dimond and Senator Walker of Juneau, inviting them to address the
conference at 2 p. m. October 11.
The conference is to get under
way at 2 p. m. October 10.

Everett
ILWU 1-32
By LAWRENCE GRATTLEY
Local 1-32, ILWU

carries only three votes in the Dis-

LABOR BOYCOTTS
SEATTLE STAR
AND ITS ADVERTISERS
SEATTLE-For months the Seattle Star has been carrying on a vicious red-baiting anti-labor campaign through
the pages of its newspaper. Its campaign has been directed
at destroying the New Deal in Washington and at vilifying
all progressive labor leaders.
A particularly vicious editorial+
appeared in the paper on Septem- union leaders who have the interber 23rd. The meat of this partic- ests of the rank and file at heart.
The entire campaign being carular blast was directed at the present prosecuting attorney and at- ried on by the Star, climaxed by
tempted to tell organized labor that this particular editorial is one of
Henry Clay Agnew, if elected, deceit; ostensibly a campaign
against the few racketeering labor
would "clean up" labor.
It slandered 33 labor leaders, leaders with which the Northwest
naming each one of them, and im- and all labor is plagued, but acplying that "33 bosses" were all tually against a thinly veiled camphonies, whose chief concern was paign against all organized labor.
At the last District Council meetto dupe the rank and file of oring here, the Council went on recganized labor.
The attack was made against the ord to call upon all members of
American Federation of Labor. organized labor to discontinue subHowever, it so happens that the 33 scriptions to the Star and register
"bosses," all mentioned by name, protests as well as stop patronizing
are progressive, sincere and hOnest Star advertisers.

Voice Out of the Red .
Proving the contention we previously held-after a strenuous reorganization-the Voice has achieved financial stability-check carefully income and expenses-compare this with August-the result is that
we can safely say our efforts can now be directed towards building the
paper and wiping out the enormous debt contracted by mismanagement
and downright SABOTAGE

MARITIME FEDERATION OF THE
PACIFIC COAST

More About Roosevelt Peace
(Continued from Page 1)
if Mr. Green will simultaneously
resign as president of the American
Federation of Labor.
"It then may be possible for the
remaining leaders of the CIO and
the remaining leaders of the AFL
to conclude a peace pact in which
event the contribution made by Mr.
Green and myself would be of some
value."
Green refused to make the move
for peace. Instead he is awaiting
reelection by the AFL convention.
The following telegram was sent:
Oct. 12, 1938.
John L. Lewis,
Committee for Industrial Organization,
Washington, D. C.
You stand for labor peace received with gratitude by 40,000 Maritime Workers on the Pacific Coast.
We assure you of our fullest support in your efforts' to achieve
unity.
MARITIME FEDERATION
OF THE PACIFIC,
BRUCE HANNON,
Secretary-Treasurer
Tobin brought the AFL-C10 unity
issue to a head in convention when
he said:
"If you don't (make peace) we
can get along without either the
CIO or the AFL. If you refuse to
let us rebuild then we will try to
build our own house-the Teamsters' Union."
Tobin's union, the largest union,
comprising 350,000 members within
the Federation, has been used by
the American Federation of Labor
as the spearhead to attempt to
break the CIO workers, His union supplies $70,000 annually to the
AFL and thousands more has been
used to fight other workers. The
rank and file Teamsters have long
demanded peace and Tobin has several times before this called for
unity in the Labor movement.
The resolutions committee of hte
the AFL had launched a scathing
attack on the CIO and recommended that the council "carry on the
battle but stand ready to respond
"to any genuine appeal for peace."
Scornfully Tobin, whose Teamsters' Union has always been used
as the spearhead of such drives,
replied: "That's what we did last
year and the year before and what
we will do next year unless the
members of our national and international unions insist we do otherwise.
"I am satisfied that a referendum
would carry 20 to 1 that the Executive Council open up negotiations
where they broke off in the last
session with the CIO.
"We want a settlement. If we
can't get it we can't go fighting
our battles and everybody else's
battles.
The Maritime Federation of the
Pacific immediately dispatched the
following wire to Daniel Tobin, supporting him in his move for peace:
October, 8, 1938.
Daniel Tobin,
Int'l Pres. Teamsters' Union,
c/o AFL Convention,
Houston, Texas.
In the name of 40,000 Maritime
workers on the Pacific Coast I want
to warmly commend your stand for
labor unity at the American Federation of Labor Convention. The
Maritime Federation of the Pacific

has consistently fought for the unification of labor on the coast. At
the present time members of the
AFL and the CIO work in close
harmony through the federation.
We recognize the necessity of bringing together both branches of labor
for the economic well-being of the
workers of America and the New
Deal program of President Roosevelt. Your firm stand on this
question is 'deeply appreciated by
workers all over the United States.
MARITIME FEDERATION
OF THE PACIFIC.
BRUCE HANNON,
Secretary-Treasurer.
Just prior to Tobin's plea for unity between the two groups, President Roosevelt appealed for the
unity of labor to the American Federation of Labor convention.
Upholding President Roosevelt's
stand, the Maritime Federation,
comprising 40,000 workers on the
Pacific Coast, both AFL and CIO,
sent the following wire to the
President:
October 8, 1938.
To President Franklin D. Roosevelt,
The White House,
Washington, D. C.
Your message to William Green
of the AFL asking for peace in
the Labor Movement in order to
protect the economic well-being of
the workers of the United States is
hailed by 40,000 Maritime Workers
on the Pacific Coast with a heartfelt gratitude. We want to assure
you that every effort you make in
this direction helps to fulfill the
aim of the Maritime Federation
which has successfully united both
the AFL and the Cl() on the Pacific Coast for the protection of its
membership and for the furtherance
of your New Deal program.
MARITIME FEDERATION
OF THE PACIFIC.
BRUCE HANNON,
Secretary-Treasurer.
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War
Shipping
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Election

Tobin
Chestnuts
Compliment
Stanfield
By WALTER J. STACK

Congratulations, Brother Tobin
As an astute labor politician he

Last week Daniel Tobin,
international president of
the Teamster's Union, laid
down the law to the national
AFL convention meeting in
Houston.

split. If such a thing happened, all

His speech called for re-uniting
the AFL and CIO into one federation and impliee that if the big guns
of the AFL didn't heed his words,
there would he a general rank and
file revolt. His speech reflected the
sentiments of workers in the AFL
and CIO.

the gains made by labor on the
legislative front through the enactment of numetous New Deal policies
would be wiped out. No one realizes this more than President Roosevelt, who in his message to the
convention urged labor to unite its
yanks.

TIRED

likewise realizes that unless labor
is united nationally by 1940, the reactionary Hoover crowd will get
into power as a result of the labor

OF PULLING CHESTNUTS

Further Brother Tobin realizes that he heads the most
powerful combination of workers in the AFL-350,000
teamsters—the only national key union in the AFL.
His organization is connected+
with. all the basic industries, of pulling the chestnuts out of the
which practically all are in the CIO
fire for the reactionary element
—coal, auto, textile, steel, marine,
of the executive council—Frey,
chemical, rubber, clothing, lumber,
Wharton,
electrical equipment, utility work- Hutchinson, Green,
ers, milling, communications, etc. Matthew Woll and their buddies.
His drivers transport the commod- This call for labor peace by Toities from the source of manufac- bin should receive the full heartture to the mine, mill, dock and ed support of every working man
and woman.
factory.
Without the support of the teamThe International Union of Barsters the APIs couldn't last for six tenders, Culinary Workers and othmonths. Further, the pressure of er allied crafts, representing 250,the rank and file teamsters in the 000 workers passed a unity resolularge industrial centers for 'unity is tion at their recent convention in
tremendous. It was Tobin who pub- San Francisco. These two bodies
licly spanked Dave Beck here in alone represent 600,000 workers.
San Francisco at the teamster's They instructed their delegates to
convention last summer.
the AFL convention to fight for
'robin seems to be tired of peace.

WORKERS COMPLIMENT
WORTHY EFFORTS
Last week Brother Ted Dolan
came into port. He was unanimously given an open shipping date by
the Honolulu membership meeting.
He is working together with the
various unions in the Islands to
help they' obtain agreements. To
Brother Dolan, whether a union is
CIO, AFL or Independent it doesn't
matter. Be is attempting to persuade the NLRB to send an examiner to the Islands. Be is likewise
assisting the Kress workers in ne-

gotiations. The crew of the Matsonia took up a collection of $45.00
and presented him with it, so he
could hurriedly return to the Islands.
At the regular meeting of headquarters the secretary spoke high'ly of Brother Dolan's efforts and
recommended an open shipping
date for him. The motion to grant
him an open shipping date carried unanimously. Such popular16, must be deserved.

BROTHER STANFIELD WITH US AGAIN
Last week the prison gates of are glad to have you with us again
San Quentin opened again to give
Brother Stanfield.
back to us another one of the vicTwo more brothers remain to
tims Of the Modesto Standard Oil
frame-up, Reuel Stanfield. This be freed. Brother Ciambrelli and
makes five of the Modesto boys Buyle. A banquet, attended by 106
that have been released. Brothers brothers was given Brother Stan!furrows, Souza, Fitzgerald, Victor field and a wrist watch was preJohnson, Rodgers and Stanfield. We sented to him,

BROTHER

MURPHY IS

BACK FROM

WAR

A letter was received at the last'
meeting from the Friends of the
Abraham Lincoln Brigade, thanking
the crew of the George Olsen for
their financial assistance. This letter stated that the American volunteers are on their way back. Newspaper reports list Brother Dorland
(S. F. strike committee in charge

of relief) as one of the Franco
prisoners transferred for an Italian
air man,
Brother Jimmie Murphy, who was
on the contact committee during
the last strike, arrived in town yesterday from Spain. He is handling
the drive to raise money to repatriate the wounded vets.

SHIPPING
Statements have been issued by the Maritime Commission that though the government owns 90 per cent of the
stock of the Dollar company, it will not operate through
the government. They also issued a statement last week
that all of the ships of that fleet will be running within
four months.
Last week the President Cleveat`
land came in and laid up. This man combination job type of steam
leaves only the Coolidge and the schoonerm have been laying up lateAdams running. No standby crews ly—such pots as the Cellilo, the
have been taken from the hall yet. Brunswick, etc. It seems there was
The surveying of the extent of re- considerable movement of lumber
pairs and improvements necessary to beat a competing price rise.
for the Taft and Monroe has been This has to a great degree flooded
completed. Bidding on these two the lumber yards. This is one of
jobs has likewise been terminated. the many reasons for the lay ups.
Announcements should be forthShipping continues to be stagcoming any day now.
nate, that Is the turnover. Average
Twenty Matson freighters are about ten jobs a day in the black
tied up in Antioch. Most of the gang, better on deck and two and
trans-marine type ships are being three week cards in the steward's
replaced by the larger vessels. department. 75 day cards continue
Ev'ery week several lay up and a and you really need one around
couple go out. Next month is ex- that old to get anywhere.
pected to see many of these vessels going Into service.
The Grace Line is planning to
take out the Chipana and Caracao
on the six weeks coffee run next
MARITIME FEDERATION
month. A number of the small 3WOMEN'S AUXILIARY
NO. 2, CAST BAY.
CROCK ETT
Meetings twice a month. First*
Monday, 2 p. m.; 3rd Monday, 8
p. m. at Carpenters' Hall, 763M. S. ROSE'S
12th Street, Oakland.
Mrs. P. J. Aquiline, President.
U AND I
Mrs. J. Harp, Vice-President.
Mrs. H. W. Cook, Sec. Pro-Tem.
Buffet and Restaurant
Mrs. Lillie M a e Sanders,
733-735 Loring Ave.
Crockett
Treasurer,

ASSESSMENT DEADLINE
OCTOBER 15
October 15 is the deadline by urer Brother Helke states that any
which the King, Ramsay, Conner one not having paid his assessand strike fund assessments must ments will not have the right to
be paid. According to the constitu- vciee in the coming annual election
tion a 90 day period is permitted, of officers. That is, if one did vote,
from the date of the conclusion of his vote would not be counted. So
the referendum and the balloting
all members are urged to pay their
committee announcement of the reassessments so they may have a
sults. This means that after that
day no dues will be collected until say in determining who shall repthe assessments are paid. Treas- resent us for the year 1939.

Machinists
Condemn Frey
Red Hnnt
SAN FRANCISCO.—Condemning
John P. Frey for his "scurrilous attacks" on Harry Bridges and other
labor leaders, Machinists' Lodge No.
68 this week went on record expressing confidence in Bridges and
condemning red-baiting, witchhunting tactics of the Dies Committee.

GULF E

MOBILE, NEW

ORLEANS

NLRB ELECTION
SCHEDULED

NEW ORLEANS — After
months of terror and brutality by employer agents, the
longshoremen and other
dock workers here in Mobile,
Alabama, will at last go to
the ballot box in a democratic manner and vote for their
choice of either Judas Joe
Ryan's rule or the Committee for Industrial Organization's progressive International Longshoremen's and
Warehousemen's Union.

rately from the longshoremen and
the sack sewers and waterboys will
vote with the longshoremen.
The clerks and checkers will also
vote by separate companies. They
will vote separately from the longshoremen but if a majority of them
vote for the CIO. they will then be
included with the longshoremen in
the bargaining unit.
Immediately following the longshore election there will be an election for the teamsters in New Orleans to find out which affiliation
they desire.
During the organizing drive carried on by the International LongThe election was set by the Nashoremen's and Warehousemen's
tional Labor Relation's Boaad after
union police jailed and beat up more
a hearing in which the Ryan rackethan 400 persons.
teer-ridden ILA was thoroughly exposed as a company union.
The date was set on September
30—the day on which the longshoremen on the Pacific Coast forced the Waterfront Employers Association to sign with them for another year.
Besides the longshoremen, the
election for the collective bargainNEW ORLEANS--The CIO oring agency for the dock workers, ganizers now in New Orleans
are
will include banana handlers, the not only fighting the bosses but
checkers, sack sewers, water boys plenty of AFL goons.
and foremen who work on a daily
Last week it was reported that
basis.
Tom Dalton, a longshoreman from
Voting, by secret ballot, of course, Delta Line, had been called before
Is to be done by separate compan- the policy board as part of the ILA
ies under the NLRB supervision. racketeers anti-union drive on the
Banana handlers will vote sepa- front.

THIS WEEK
When Dalton appeared as ordered before the policy board of I s
ILA, which is now in complete co trol of all locals, he was faced h
s
San tea Garcia, a notorious
ord now makes
goon. The policy ba
no pretense of including the ba
squads which formerly'stalked only
the dark alleys. ,
Maybe a little later on when the
going really gets tough a few C '
cago ganstere will be called in for
"consultation."

"At these times our labor leaders
lutist uncreasingly devote their efforts to constructive union practices, defeating the attacks of the
reactionary employers and bringing
economic and political unity to the
working class," the resolution read.
"We hereby go on record as condemning John P. Frey'e scurrilous
attacks on Harry Bridges and other
(From the Dock Worker)
HOUSTON, Texas, Oct. 8—Th
labor leaders and that we ask John
P. Frey. to cease and desist and
ing failed in negotiations to reach
hereafter devote himself to buildan agreement with the ship ope
UNION ELECTION INFORMATION
ing the labor movement rather than
tors, ILA checkers in this port
Any member who has been con- to seek to destroy it."
At the last regular meeting nomiwent on strike at 12 o'clock no •
nations of officers began for the tinuously in good standing for a
when their contract expired.
1939 term. Nominations will be open year (never more than 3 months
NMU crews aboard the vess4
at every Thursday meeting during behind in dues or assessments) is
immediately shut off steam on r
the month of October. One week eligible to run for office. A brother
two vessels and members of t
from the last meeting in October can be nominated in any port for
coastwise longshore locals refus •
(November 3, 7 p. m.) all accept- an office in any port. Thin year
to go through the picket lines to atances must be in. The ballot then the position of New -York agent will
tempt working the ships.
usually takes several days to make be on the ballot.
M. J. Dwyer, District ILA presiDr. Edward K. Barsky, director
up and print and should be ready BROTHER DOLAN ACCEPTS
dent, arrived later in the afterno
of American hospitals in Spain, is
for voting by the seventh or eighth NOMINATION
from Galveston amid immediately
coming to San Francisco to address
of November. The balloting goes on
The first acceptance of the elecan agreeinent with the sh'
got
a mass meeting to be held under
through November until the fourth
tion has been turned in this week
pers to arbitrate differences.
the auspices of the Medical I3ureau
Thursday in December, which falls
by Brother Theodore Dolan. He has to Aid
Spanish Democracy at Naon December 22, this year. So remember, you have three more accepted the nomination for Hono- tive Sons Auditorium, 430 Mason
street, Saturday night, October 15,
lulu agent.
Tharsdays in which to nominate.
8 p. m. Dr. Barsky will serve as
chairman of the meeting, which will Matsonia Crew Protest
climax the nation wide campaign
(Continued from Page 2)
Crews
'Rotten Conditions
to outfit an American relief ship
Partisan League and fight for hi• 'of mercy with $250,000 worth of
BY THOMAS W. MEEHAN
ex. wages. They constantly upho
food, clothing and medical supplies
MFOWW Delegate
working conditions, they fight for
for the suffering civilian populaaction. They fight • Political
Aboard the Matsonia—At a joint meeting on the Mattion of Spain.
negotiations and know'
peaceful
sonia,
the ships' crew announced their determination to
in the major case Involved—the
By DAVE SCHACTER
Dr. Barsky has not only estabwhen to yield in order not to wre
battle for sleeping quarters that are fit to live in. The
A special meeting took place on Kress Co.—was framed severe lished eight American hospitals in
the unity that is so sacred when it
weeks ago and jailed for nine Loyalist territory, manned by 125 intolerable housing situation was raked over the coals
request
by Is necessary to use economic pr
of
Sept. 28 at the signed
months. This left the newly formed American doctors, nurses and am- many indignant members
the
of
the
crew.
Little
did
the sure at the proper time. And ,a
30 book members on the Monterey.
union without experienced leader- bulance drivers, but in the past
world
always
Communists
are
passengers in their luxurious stdterooms realize that many
It was called for the purpose of ship or guidance.
year held the important post of
of
the crew were jammed into deep stagnant places that for unity within the CIO and A
asking the Honolulu agent four
movements—therefore, every acti
It happened that Brother Dolan, supervising the foreign work of all
would put a badger's den to shame.
questions concerning well known
worker who fights for conditions of the hIFOW, was on the beach at countries in Spain.
Few people who read the luxursaa
statements about his alleged antiorreda.bealo-m•
Another
a
m icuoiinscteaslteodo
distinguished speaker on
the time. He volunteered to help
liner ballyhoo, and gaze at pictures
union activities.
SAFETY AT SEA
Com uniststo ge adthe
•
out and was gladly accepted. Since the same program with Dr. Barsky of the
'majestic Matsonia ploughThe sailors explained that in case will cry "off with his head!"
These questions referred to the then he has devoted his unselfish will be George Pershing, nephew of
ing its Way through the blue deep"
of a collision they would be trapfollowing matters: 1. Writing of a and capable efforts to keep this General John Pershing, Who will
In won-king with the red-bait ,
realize
p t.
that from the crew's stand- ped in
their quarters, Which has to purge the Communists you canslanderous letter in the West Coast new union alive and solve its prob- discuss "Spain and the World
point it is just a tuberculosis breedone escape only. This would preFireman in regards to the Marine lems. After several weeks of hard Crisis.
not escape their strategy, wh
ing, noisy, vibrating, stinking iron
a
vent the proper manning of life
Cooks. 2. Removal of the MFOW work it became increasingly evithey remind you that the Commun.
saving equipment. The black gang
from the MC&S hall to the SUP dent that the only solution was the 1111111111111111111111•11111111111•11111111111111111111111111.,
ists were always fighting for big ;No doubt these assertions may is aimilarly situated.
hall. 3. Breaking of a longshore Immediate presence of an NLRB
tii`-t
Communistswagesand to escape
ape the faithaocfce
seem wild and exaggerated to
strike in Kauai and company pay- trial examiner to review the numerEvidently the Matson Company
you 'willmeekly
those unfamiliar with the situaing agents transportation for that oes cases oh both CIO and AFL Vorward To a
is more interested in selling their wage cuts, speed-ups, long hours a
tion. A few illustrations, howpurpose. 4. Shady dealing regarding victims of unfair labor practices.
passengers luxury, than In affordollienctlo uanicor:
atenelrd:p
cn
olnpterd
ebs
g
ever, will show that the above
issuance of a book and money col- This would put pressure on the National Maritime
ing them protection and safety and finally
• statements are exact descriptions
lected therefrom off the Dickeson. employers and also give added courat sea.
c
weri
ortkr,atlon
and are entirely justified by the
Federation
age
and
impetus
to
the
organize.The company's mistreatment of
FRANK QUESTIONS
Do you think I am exaggeratin
conditions
referred to.
the stewardesses was ,also exposed. The Germans in 1932 have followed
13m-other Beckmeyer outlined the tional drive here.
41116.46.411.•..d&416,411LALAI Ak.&.46. ROTTEN CONDITIONS
Their quarters are unfit and lack Adolph Hitler and look what
position of the Monterey crew. He
The most effective means to bring 111111•1111111111111111111111111111111111111Mm
ommol
Protests were heard and plans ventilation,
thus showing the con- Juts done to that once proud culstated the crew had decided to find pressure on tre trial examiner
that they are redoubling their noisy for improvement were offered by
temptuous disregard that the com- tured people! Yes, once you
out the truth of these widely known would be the personal appearance
efforts in order to dieert the indig- all three departments. The sailors
pany holds for its female employes. gin to weaken before the dri
assertions, and they believed that on the coast of a man who thereby
nant and critical glances of the gave suggestions, and the firemen
the fair and union-like course of understood and could explain the
against the Reds you will be '
rank and file. This San Pedro move announced their determination to
action to take was to call a meet- necessity of the situation. Brother
tonished before you are finish ,
exposes more clearly the connec- move. But the worst conditions
ing and frankly ask the agent about Dolan was the lbgical man for this
with it, how many Reds they will
tion between the Maritime Com- came to light when the steward's
these questions. The purpose being task and as long as he expressed
discover for you. I hope I h• mission and the AFL top officials. department vividly described the
not to put the agent on the spot his willingness to tacke it the meetmade myself clear, and whenever
No other meaning can be logically holes that 130 men were quartered
but to find the truth concerning ing passed a motion unanimously
you find some of your self-profes:
attributed to the fact that Barney in. These men sleep directly over
these matters.
to give Dolan an open shipping O'Sullivan,
Deal" candidates in yonir
"New
the San Pedro agent, the propellers and steering engines,
However, at the meeting McCar- date so he could get to the coast in
electio n who at the same time ta
who openly admits that he hopes In glory holes that completely lack
thy did not only refuse to answer a hurry. All members at the meetup the cry against the Reds, e •
for a job with the Maritime Com- ventilation.
these questions but did not even ing agreed that we should be glad
amine these gentlemen a lit •
mission and has taken steps in that
The port holes cannot be opendeny the accusations implied in to help out the labor movement direction,
closer and I am sure you will f
is the very same man who ed without shipping a sea. Some
them. He stated that he wouldn't here—which will give credit to this was
them drawing financial aid and
elected by San Pedro to be quarters are completely below the
talk unless charges were preferred. MFOW branch. At this point Broth- delegate
inoral
support from the Associa •
to the AFL convention. water level. The air is as stagHis refusal to speak cast a deep er A. Bernard on the Matsonia,
r
o
w
ar
nme
er
s
r
.
s and a few innocent Shiathat
Think
over, brothers
nant as a frog pond, while the
shadow of guilt over him in the announced he would quit his job in
whole structure is continuously
• • •
eyes of the membership. The rank order to give Dolan a chance to sail
Fraternally,
vibrating.
Just before the closing rush of
and file members felt insulted and the next day.
E. ROYLANC
A man doesn't sleep there—he
adjournment a motion was made to
were of the opinion that the least
* * •
falls into a daze.
rescind the previous action of barhe could have done would have been
A motion was unanimously
After a night of continual jarring
non-concu
meeting
The
with
rred
ring the "West Coast Fireman"
to answer the questions brought
and shaking from the propellers, passed to bring immediate and
Sari
that
of
the
portion
minPedro
and supporting the "Voice"—but
up in a constitutional manner.
deafening thunder from the drive heavy pressure on all concerned
utes in which they tabled a motion this disruptive move
* * •
was defeated.
shafts, banging of the steering gear in effecting a correction of these
'to
delegates
Federation
seat
in
the
Brother Muldowney, an old time
At the regular meeting of • Sept.
and perspiration and foul air, the pre-1934 conditions.
Council and also turned member of the
29 this branch took a step which District
MFOW since 1912,
victim gropes his *ay hazily up CREW MILITANT
The New Jersey Supreme Co
a
around
passed
and
send
motion
to
also spoke against the "West Coast
has strong possibilities of giving a
The reason for lack of effort in this week denied an appeal f
onto the deck for a gasp of fresh
a
AFL
delegate
the
to
convention.
Fireman." He pointed out that any
decided boost to the labor movethis direction up 'til now can be at- , Woodworth, Brown and Panche
air.
The membership here expressed paper which slanders
ment in Hawaii. This meeting was
and defames
tributed to the rapid demoralization labor prisoners who were arrested
EVEN RATS
much
indignation
at
these
disrupthe character of an old tinier like
Instrumental in making possible an
aass
As one scullion. remarked, 'five which caused the frequent crew re- in Hoboken during the seam tive moves of the clique in the San/ Squeaky Hughes
effort to bring an NLRB trial excertainly has a
minutes downthere would send a plaCements to quit instead of stay- strike in 1937.
aminer over here soon; as the pres- Pedro .branch. In spite of the bar- perverted sense of humor and lacks
rat squealing and scrambling up the ing and making necessary changes.
The three seamen were sent
rage of lies and slander and sell- the respect and
ence of such a man is badly needed
feeling that every
ladders."
The present crew has adopted a jail for 14 years apiece on chargeo
out screama of the "West Coast union man should
at this time.
have for a mem:
The fact was also pointed out militant constructive attitude that of robbery, assault and heap,
Fireman," the Maritime Federation
The reasons for this can be briefber. of long standing. He stated
that the deck space allotted to befits a good union crew and is de- growing out of a fight with a se;
stronger than ever as our
emerged
ly described as follows: Recently
that Brother Hughes' union record the crew Is very inadequate—and termined to make the Matsonia into herder.
there has been an upsurge in the bulwark of protection. Most ,of the
The International Labor Defe
members here know that if it of many years is something to be can accommodate only a small the ship she ought to be.
labor movement in the islands—
percentage of the crew. This
which is defending the three eel'
wasn't for the federation we would honored and not sneered at.
this union organizational spurt has
makes it impossible to even take FORWARD TO A NATIONAL
mop, is meeting to outline plan: -been fought bitterly by the employ- all be on the bricks on Sept. 30.
Business bad; shipping is worse.
MARITIME FEDERATION 0
a sun bath to counteract the
see
that the injustice of "I am the
The
of
renewal
contracts
and
Bileer interests who are indiscriminateMore next week from your Hono- harmful effects of the "gas.
Law" Hague, mayor of Jersey C',
federation
cess
evidently
of
the
has
ly firing and prosecuting active
• Attend Your Union Meeting. • political regime is righted.
house."
shamed the disrupters BO much lulu correspondent.
union members.
This unfair practice has kept up
for some time and if continued it
will threaten to demoralize and
stifle the labor movement here, and
may inflict a blow that will take
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labor a long time to recover from.
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Teamsters—Longshoremen—Seamen—use
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your
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ined strength to bring peace and unity to the labor moveent.
President Franklin D. Roosevelt has requested that the
Merican Federation of Labor work out a basis for peace
Pith the Committee for Industrial Organization.
Daniel Tobin, head of the most powerful union within
peace.,,
le American Federation of Labor says,"We want
-: John L. Lewis, head of the Committee for Industrial
0,rganization, has even said he will resign as head of the

.10 if it will

bring unity to the labor movement.
I
responsibility for peace and unity now rests square-

' The
1 on William

Green and his executive council.

They

lust not fail the workers again.
.

Ever

E'as

the

since the Committee for Industrial Organization

summarily ousted from the American Federation of

- abor the Maritime Federation of the Pacific has called
,
' ,r unity. On the Pacific Coast, the Maritime Federation
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By A. WILSON
This column might be entitled
"From Pauper to Prince" or "The
Rape of the People."
It is the story of the Dollar Lines,
Perhaps an old one to some but an
interesting one for all of that. The
facts for this column are taken
from a complete report on the
Dollar Lines compiled by the United
States Maritime Commission.
The Dollar Lines started with
Old Man Dollar, romanticized in
Peter B. Kyne's novels as the
"grand old man," who ran steam schooners in order to transport his
lumber cheaper from port to port.
Old Man Dollar had an eye to
wealth and wanted to go. into shipping in the grand manner. Old
Man Dollar's idea of the grand
manner was to get so many suckers who had dough and then put on
the old squeeze play. This time it
was to be the American public.

POL TWA
(Editor's Note: This column is
being conducted by rank and filers
from organizations outside of the
alaritime Industry. ft is necessary
to have rank and file opinion from
other sections of labor in order
to get a correct view of what is
happening in other parts of the labor movement. This column will
not always be conducted by other
than maritime writers and is open
to anyone who wishes to contribrite to it. Feel free to write into
the Voice, 124 California St., at any
time—this. is your paper.)
*
*
*

Proposition No. 1 Is
Public Enemy No. 1

Pit

Page Five

ONT

STRATEGY
--A neat bit of strategy is heing used to confuse the voters in
the elections here. A secret bid
has been made by Governor
Merriam and Herbert Hoover
for the support of Marbletop
Merriam for re-election to the
gubernatorial seat in Sacramento with certain reactionary elements in the labor movement.
Merriam has already come out
against Proposition No. 1 as the
first step toward fulfilling this
deal. Hoover will Soon. come
out too in the hopes that labor
will vote for Marbletop at the
Remember, Marbletop
polls.
Merriam is the same vicious reactionary who has sold labor
down the river and in this election he will not change. A leopard can't change his spots.

By CHARLES PILGRIM
Cooks' Union, Local 44, AFL
It is of the utmost importance
that all workers who are entitled
to vote at the coming Nove mber
elections make sure that they and
everyone else that they can make
contact with, vote "NO ON PROMA vote for Merriam and PropSITION NO. 1" on the ballot in
kill
California. The same proposition, ()anion No. 1 is a vote to
wages
your
lower
aed
union
your
with different wording, is on the
and working conditions.
ballot in Washington as Initiative
130 and in Oregon as initiative 317.
These measures must be beaten that Organized Labor is a power.
or all forms of labor organizations Show them that Labor knows that
in these three states will be out- 'power lies in their solidarity; and
lawed and the unions will suffer that Labor is solid.
Fight this Proposition No. 1 by
the same fate as the IWW did by
the operation of the Criminal Syn- every means you possibly can use.
dicalism Law which was put on SWAMP PROPOSITION NO. 1
the Statute books on purpose to WITH AN AVALANCHE OF NO'S
smash the IWW. And it did smash AT THE NOVEMBER ELECTIONS.
*
*
*
them.

catch the traps in it. Presumably
the others are just as well worded.
WE MUST ORGANIZE
We must systematically organize
our forces so that every voter will
have been informed, by word of
mouth, just what the measures
really are. Wherein the traps are
located in the measure. The only
way this can be effectively done is
by precinct workers, door to door.
In every local, even where the
locals overlap, set up precinct committees. Each committee should
have a captain and sufficient others
so that every house or residence in
the precinct will receive a personal
call. The caller must he versed in
the wording and decptions of the
measure. He must be prepared to
spend as much time on each call as
may be necessary to be certain the
persons ,called on understand fully
the pitfalls of the initiative.
IT TAKES TIME BUT-It may well be that in some cases
he will have to spend most or all of
one evening on one call. Re prepared to call again the next night
if necessary and even more times if
needful.
Therefore no one worker should
be assigned too large a block of
territory.

SEATTLE
1-19 NOTES
By ED MORTON

We are glad of the opportunity to
thank the Voice for the impartial
'By PUBLICITY COMMITTEE
manner in which the expression of
Local 1-8, ILWU
member
and
union
each and every
PORTLAND — T h e Electrical
of the Maritime Federation has
been handled by the staff—enough Workers, an AFL union, attempted
said.
to hold an open meeting in one of
PORT AGREEMENT
Portland's Hotels last week for
We are reporting that the workings of Local 1-19 are progressing
favorably, and that the port agreement of the Dock Workers in Seattle has been gone into thoroughly by the Labor Relations Committee, who met jointly with the
Seattle Employers. Progress has
been made along 'this line, and
while no agreement has been signed as yet, former conditions will
prevail until the agreement has
been signed, which we expect it to
be shortly. The neighboring and
sister locals have not participated
In this agreement. Seattle Executive Board ruled for the Relations
Committee that Seattle should proceed in this matter as an individual
Local because of Seattle's unique
position in this matter and because
some of tile other northern Locals
still have AFL affiliation. However it was understood that all the
Northern Washington Locals should
enjoy any advantage conceded by
the Employers to Seattle Dock Men.

In 1924 Dollar inaugurated ' a
round the world Bervice. For this
has been one of the greatest forces for peace—within it
purpose Dollar Steamship Corn"-:e unions which are affiliated with both the CIO and the pany purchased Seven vessels cost
ing the government more than $29,The rank and file of these unions recognize that
000,000 to build. Dollar agreed to
hey are all workers and regardless of the label their inter- pay a little more than three milHOW TO WORK
its can only be upheld bi a solid united labor movement, lion and a half. When we speak of
At the county courthouse a map
govthe
the government remember,
of the precincts of the county may
‘; United Maritime groups have gained better wages, bet- ernment is not a separate corporabe seen. Lay out the geographical
it is not a quester hours and better working conditions for their members. tioa and therefore
130
limits of each precinct. Then as- DEFEAT INITIATIVE
tion of one pirate robber to another
We are calling on all workers of
sign as many workers to each pre-' nified maritime unions have brought peace to the water- pirate but of the Dollar Company
FASCIST PROPOSITION
cinct as needed according to popu- the State of Washington to see to
How To Campaign
°111; without losing a single gain made through the bitter nicking the. American Public=-You
f,'
1, however, aims
No.
Proposition
so that no one person has It that every member registers and
'Eldon
BROWNE
TED
By
and I—for approximately $25,500,8 ruggles in 1934, 1936 and 1937.
to smash all forms of Labor Unions.
more than 25 residences to work. votes "NO" on Initiative 130. The
Wash.
Bay,
Neah
IWA,
000.
2-73
Pres.
It is an outright Fascist measure
The average precinct will have Seattle Local at its last regular
But that's not all. Besides
The most important question be, arob- drawn up in such a manner that all
' Daniel Tobin, representing the most powerful group
about 250 voters or less. That will meeting of Oct. 6th was addressed
bing us of our shekels when they the lawyers in the state (let alone fore labor unions now is the civil
mean, with two 1 and 1-2 voters on this very vital matter by Euthin the American Federation of Labor, has given exj
purchased these vessels no cash exwrecking initiatives to be
the workers) could never be sure rights
average to a house, that the large gene Dennett, Secretary of .CIO
pression to rank and file sentiment of the Teamsters every- changed hands at all. The govern- what was or was not within the voted on in the west coast states
precincts will have about ten work- Council for the State of Washingmerit was given a letter of credit law. Therefore it would be useless this next month.
-.4ere when he said to the AFL convention:
era, down to probably five workers ton, and by Prosecuting Attorney
and notes for the total amount.
It has been taken for granted
to try to fight it in court just as it
B. Grey Warner, who gave the true
the smaller precinct.
"We cannot fight everybody's battle and our own too." For negotiating this purchase Alr. was useless for the IWW to fight that these were strictly labor meas• in, She
captains should require each
Stanley Dollar, by this time head the Syndicalism Laws, once they urea. They are primarily intended worker to keep a record of houses
At the time when reactionary forces with their goon R.
to cripple or kill labor unions of any visited and results obtained. Comof the company, was paid a corn- had passed.
-Alads were trying to pit the Teamsters' Union members
of
all affiliations, but if the Ore- mittee should hold a short Meeting
bit
and
neat
A
mission of $192,000.
EMPLOYERS DESPERATE
and California measures are
gon
Ft!adnst the waterfront workers in an attempt to bring a change for the paper purchase of
behind
are
thE
interests
Powerful
every few days and compare notes.
as insidiously as the Washworded
"'vision of labor on the Coast, Tobin bitterly assailed these the ships.
scenes backing this measure. Money
Any one having a tough spot should
ington measure, It will later be be given help.
A year later, the company having in large amounts has been spent on
ta,
ctics, speaking the sentiment of all rank and file Teamthat, if passed by the voters,
found this a profitable business, it to pay the attorneys who drew found
Then as a final check, every poll.
•,ers.
also so designed as to
ari3
they
sig
for
more
the
pay
to
five
also
it up and
lag place must have several workthe Dollar Lines bought
make it possible for them to be ers on duty to contact all voters
Thousands of dollars has been spent for the support of vessels from the government. This natures that were needed to get it
against any (other than labor)
used
just beyond the legal limits for
goon squads and other union busting weapons. Had this time they cost the government only placed upon the ballot. But, much
anization that happens to 'make
Teamsters'$32.500,000 and were bought for a more money will be spent in an el- org
such workers at the polls. These
"..31-1eY been spent in organizing workers, the
obnoxious to those who are
little over $5,000,000. . We sang a fort to carry it. The large employ itself
men must be on duty before the
these measures.
union today would be a still more powerful organization,
polls open and stay until the polls
loss to the tune of $27,500,000. era are getting desperate in the proposing
employers'Again Mr. R. Stanley Dollar col- face of the solidarity of the work- MISLEADING
are officially closed. It need not
Tobin realizes such tactics only -serve the
There is much misinformation be the same ones all the time but
lected a bit of pin money-281,000 era. They hate the workers who
6 s and is now working for the abolition of such splitting bucks for the deal.
won't touch hot cargo, who won't being circulated as to the provisions several should be on duty at all
29
The ballot times.
111°ves within the labor movement. He realizes, as all
The Dollar Lines proved very go through picket lines, who wor't of these measures.
how this initiative would
of
facts
that
worded
. est union
headings will be so
This may sound like a lot of work,
leaders do, that this division of labor leads profitable from 1926 to 1929. Dux-- scab OR one another.
detaiment of all union
the
to
work
to 0- a
Therefore, they are trying to conscientious voters who have had but it is the only way whereby
ile thing and one thing only—Fascism with its Con- lag that period the lines made a
state.
the
in
labor
on
informed
be
to
by no opportunity
these measures will be defeated.
-' txation camps, forced labor and its mobilization of the profit of more than $2,000,000. break this spirit of solidarity
WE CANNOT URGE TOO
controllers catching them with another Syn- the questions and are therefore Too many union men are prone to
the
1931
in
However,
workers for the profit of the industrialists.
TIIAT YOU VOTE NO
STRONGLY
ballot
the
basing then- votes on
suffer from over confidence. We
of the Dollar Company claimed they dicalism law which would make it
130.
INITIATIVE
for
ON
vote
to
led
be
will
heading
come
for
impossible
the
to
workers
back
must not relax until the last vote
Tobin realizes, just as does every honest worker, that were unable to pay any more
if I had no infor- is in.
State ConvenFrankly,
them.
Democratic
men
union
The
their
of
fellow
aid
the
to
and
to the government on their debt
1 ' ess labor is united by 1940 all the progressive policies
Illation beyond the ballot heading
tion of this state has gone on recasked that an extension of time be and women in any form whatever.
ad opted by President Roosevelt, all the steps toward the
of the Washington measure, I would
ord to defeat this initiative, and
FORGET YOUR DIFFERENCES
given them.
it. It is not enough
vote for cil
likely
BE
MUST
can only do so if you see that you
NO. 1
PROPOSITION
terment of the working people will belos
oun
in return for
t.C
The government
to say that all voters will have a
busy
vote and vote "no."
gets
all
So,
hands
BEATEN!
certain
the extension asked that
The same situation exists in the United States today as things be done. One was that the and see to it that every worker copy mailed to them for study be
DON'T SCAB AT POLLS
average voter
SAN FRANCISCO—District CornPrevelent in Germany when Hitler came to power i. e.company had to cut dawn on execu. knows that it is the life of the fore election. The
We feel that there is a good prosread
to
these
bother
doesn't
pamphNo. 2 of the Maritime Federaell
threatened.
Visiell in the ranks of labor. Honest labor leaders such as tive salaries and the "milking" of Labor Movement that is
pect for industrial harmony and
Sink all your differences and show lets. If he did, the Washington tion of the Pacific Coast is now
progress, along the labor front here
. °bin and Lewis realize this and are willing to make every the company by Dollar and his cothe employers that labor knows measure is so deceptively worded working out plans for the dance to
harts.
and especially so since the mat- . rifiCe to see that another Hitler does not rise in the
not
peace
will
be given in celebration of
that the average person
Salaries paid R. Stanley Dollar, when it is threatened. Show them
ter of mutual co-operation has been
through unity on the waterfront
nited States. The only way this can be accomplished iS
J. Harold Dollar, H. M. Lorber and
entered between the rank and file
this September,
7 the American Federation of Labor to sit down around H. Fleishhacker are very Illuminatof the CIO and the rank and file
The dance is scheduled for Dea Conference table in a spirit of sincerity and settle its dif- lag They total from 1923 to
of the AFL. The workers know
cember 10, at the Scottish Rite
$4,723,876. This
cool
a
just
their interests are identical
1934
that
elices with the CIO. The rank and file are willing and
Auditorium. Sam Sterns Exposition
does not include the profits made
and we will refer you again to the
Green and
Neorchestra and Benny 'Watkins
company must be forced to consent to peace and by these four men out of their afLabor Day Parade in Seattle which
gro Swing Band will furnish the
'
AtY in the labor movement.
filiated companies. These affiliates
gave a tremendous impetus to this
music for the dance.
made profits of more than $3,000,000
movement of co-operation together
d The Maritime Federation of the Pacific heartily enIt will be Amateur Night with all
Lines
Dollar
when
years
the
during
with the necessity of defeating inithe entertainers of waterfront
"ses the moves for peace in the labor movement now be- claimed they could not pay the govtiative 130; which gave all labor,
workers and families stealing the
- g made by Roosevelt, Tobin and Lewis. On the Pacific ernment anything on their debts.
-arelt*P-29
a common ground of agreement.
The District Council wants
show.
Co
Coast, the Maritime Federation will do all in its power to It is a moot question whether
AMP
We do not wish to impose on the
amaof
addresses
and
names
the
known
A lot of noise is being made by peal the act of June 7, 1872,
•••••". . It
,- e all groups of workers for their common betterment. or not Dollar Lines were entirely
Voice as regards to space but one
Brown
R.
Z.
consult
so
talent,
tem
all this milking of the some of the self-styled saviours ofas the Shipping Commissioners Act
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the purpose of raiding the American Communication Assn. Invitations were sent to all employees of
the 'Western Union. After waiting
an hour ONE lone girl from the
Western Union appeared. Evidently
the Mossbacks from the Labor Temple are still keeping the crease of
their pants on the swivel chairs
and were not aware that the Western

Union

Employees

are

CIO

minded, and want none of the AFL
blunders such as our local hotel
and Safeway strikes.
International Secretary, Matt Mellen, addressed our last meeting and
explained in detail the difficulties
our negotiating committee had in
dealing with the employers for the
renewal of the 1939 agreement. He
stressed on the point of being prepared for any emergency that may
occur in the future.
Local 1-8 has elected a housing
committee to devise ways and
means whereby this local can join
with the'other CIO unions in Portland to secure a Temple of our own.
At, the present time we have 21
different organizations affiliated
with the CIO. And rumors are coming thick and fast from the AFL
that we may have more. Some provision must be made to house these
unions so that the offices can he
centralized.
It seems some of our gang leaders are attempting to slip back to
pre-1934 days. However, our grievance committee is on the job and
well be able to cope with these
causes. Last week a gang leader
was replaced and sent to the hold
for six months, with the approval
of the membership.
R. Edward and A. Rothtrock,
members of the U. S. S. Tuscaloosa, indicated for the murder of
Bro. Jimmy Vier!, chief cook on
the freighter Coloradan, were returned to Portland, from San Diego,
and lodged in the County Jail to
await trial.
By a large majority the local CIO
Timber Workers have accepted an
agreement with the local sawmill
operators. Thus ends another jurisdictional fight with the Bigwigs of
the AFL Carpenters officials. At
last all sawmills on th river are
now C10.
FORWARD TO A NATIONAL
MARITIME FEDERATION •
• Don't Patronize Hearst•

PORTLAND, ORE.
Attorneys - Sailors' Union of
the Pacific, Portland

Green, Tanner &
Boesen
1003 CORBETT BLDG.
6th and Morrison

St. Helens, Oregon
St. Helens' Cafe
Good Meals, Beer on Tap and
Bottles.
Drop in for a Stubby
St Helens
Oregon

Les Furer's Place
BEER. WINE- CARDS • POOL

ON THE STRAND
St. Helens, Oregon

St.Helens, Oregon,ILWU 1-68
Meets 2nd and 4th Mondays
C. E. BREMER
C. STEWART
President

Secretary

ASTORIA, ORE.
YOUNGS BAY
COOPERATIVE DAIRY
• GRADE A MILK and CREAM I
• 240 Taylor Ave., Astoria, Ors.
Grocery Store • Service Station
100% C. I. 0.

Portland
Meetings
Marine Firemen, Oilers, Watertenders & Wipers' Assn.
Gus Oldenburg, Agent—Thursday at 7 p. in., 111 W. Burnside
St., Tel. Beacon 4336, Portland,
Ore.

Marine Cooks and Stewards'
Association f :h,? Pacific.
John J. rougerouse. Agent, 220
S. W. Pins street, Portland, Ore,
4
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Fishermen
GRAYS HARBOR, Wash.
—Reduction W orkers of
Grays Harbor and vicinity
just ended a season, a season eventful with handicaps
set against their organization, especially the organization of a dual union which
was successfully defeated by
the program of unity as proposed by the United Fishermen's Union of the Pacific.
As early as the spring of
1937 the Harbor Area Subnistrict Council of the Maritime Federation of the Pacific did some preliminary
organization of these work4ers at the Strand Plant at
Aberdeen. Assistance in this
work was also given by the
Fish Reduction, Salters and
Gibbers' Union of Seattle.
However, real organization steps
mere taken by the sub-district council in the winter and spring of 1938,
In which they were assisted by the
United Fishermen's Union of the
Pacific, a merger of the Salmon
Purse Seiners Union, Herring Fishermen's Union, and the Deep Sea
& Purse Seine Fishermen's Union
of California, and also the Fish Reduction Workers, Salters and Gibbers Union of Seattle, which is now
an affiliate of the United Fishermen's 'Onion, when reports indicated that the pilchard industry was
going to be very materially increased in the harbor area, and the
northwest in general, by virtue of
the fact that the Mawnatawny, the
Lansing, Currier and St. Inez Reduction ships, were scheduled to
operate here the first part of the
season, and also a number of new
shore plants were being built.
Meetings were held early In the
spring in the ILWU hall under

Grays Harbor Area Reduction Workers
Successfully Organize
And Foil Splitting Moves

the direction and assistance of
the sub-district council where the
Fish Reduction Workers' Union
of Grays Harbor and vicinity was
formed. The nucleus of this organization were the men from the
Strand plant. The sub-district
council, interested primarily in
organizing the men, did not specify as to their affiliation, but left
the choice democratically up to
the rank and file to choose the
best and proper affiliation which
would benefit them the most.
DISRUPTION COMES
The labor movement is beset with
its difficulties, however, and there
were forces at play which were
more interested in other matters
than the unity of the labor movement. No sooner were/these organizational steps taken by the council than Mr. Fred Allen, who at one
time was secretary-treasurer of the
fish reduction workers of San Francisco came to the harbor area to
set up a dual charter. (Mr. Allen,
when his union by a democratic
vote of its membership indicated its
desire to affiliate to the Committee for Industrial Organization,
would not go along with the majority, which should be the policy
of any union man, but instead he
went over the AFL, which action
naturally ended his term as an officer or member of his former union.)
This being the condition, Mr. Allen
looked for other pastures and anticipated such in the harbor area.
Assisting him were Mr. Miller and
Mr. Foster, who were on the ships
and had been with the fish reduction workers of San Francisco.
NO ORGANIZING
Dispelling any claims that he and
his assistants were interested in
organizing the plants to better the
conditions of the workers and build
for unity are the facts that Mr.
Allen installed his AFL charter
which was dual to the reduction
workers already organized by the
sub-district council of the harbor

area and who were negotiating to
affiliate to the United Fishermen's
Union of the Pacific, which was the
logical affiliation to secure the
maximum of support, despite the
fact that he and others involved
had been approached by committees
of the council organization to come
together on a program which would
make the struggle for better wages
and conditions a great deal more
effective. The installation of this
dual charter by Mr. Allen's group,
a very definite minority, served
only to confuse and divide many
sincere and honest union men.
Leaflets misrepresenting the true
facts, and trying to create distrust
of the officials of the United Fishermen's Union of the Pacific were
circulated by the duals group.
Further attempts were made to
line up the boat owners organization against the fishermen's union.
However, the United Fishermen's
Union of the Pacific has always
believed in presenting its program
to the public, and so clearly were
the istwes defined' that no honest,
sincere individual could help but
see the correctness of the program
and that the fishermen's union was
sincerely interested in creating
peace and harmony so that this
new industry could secure a thriving start in the Grays Harbor area.
The program pointed out that organization on an industrial basis
was the most logical set-up as it
created a strong bond of solidarity
and mutual assistance between the
fishermen and shoreside workers of
the fishing industry. As a result of
this program, Fish Reduction Workers Union No. 15, of the United
Fishermen's Union of the Pacific,
was able to gain full union recognition, union hiring hall, and good
union wages, a tremendous achievement among, up to the present time,
unorganized workers, and fishermen were able to put in a season
of fishing without stoppages of
work due to jurisdictional tie-ups.
"In Unity There Lies Strength."

More About Mooney Decision
(Continued from Page 1)
bare traditions of the dead past,
lined up against justice and decency in this decision, and refused to grant justice to a man
who has spent almost a quarter
of a century In durance vile on
the foulest frameup conspiracy
In the whole history of American
criminal jurisprudence, perpetrated against him by the corporate
and banking interests of California because of his loyalty, devotion and fidelity to the labor

movement.
I em forwarding to Governor
Merriam immediately an insistent.
demand that he now pass upon my
application for pardon at once, requesting he set date for public hearing on same. Said application has
been before the Governor for four
years and two months. Wire your
compliance. Warmest regards."
TOM MOONEY.

SEATTLE, Wash.—Members
of the United Fishermen's
Union of the Pacific, who
manned t h e Western E x plorer and took her to Gloucester, Massachusetts, from
San Pedro, California, this
spring left the boat on September 10th, due to abrogation of the union conditions
under which they were to
work when they left the
West Coast.
The regular agreement for
the division of the catch was
agreed upon by the boat
owners with the United Fishermen's Union, at ,San Pedro
before the boat, the very latest in modern large purse
seiners for tuna, mackerel,
and sardine left on May 9th
for the East Coast. The union, although at that particular time was on a strike,
granted clearances to the
crew and went out of its way
in co-operating with the vessels as the vessel was going
over to experiment with fishing with this type of boat and
gear on that Coast, for the
Gorton Pew Fish Company,
at Gloucester, Mass.
The 81-foot seiner, built by the
Western Boat Building Company,
powered with a 200 h. p. Atlas,
made her first stop at Balboa to fuel
up, next stopping at Fernandino,
Florida, then Norfolk, Virginia; finally arriving at Gloucester on about
June 17th, approximately a 40-day
run from San Pedro.
After arriving at Gloucester the
crew made up the net which took
about a week, then made their
first try for fish. No tuna, hcantever, was located until about
July 17th. On the first trip that
fish were struck the Explorer
brought In 15 ton from Epswich
Bay, a four hour run from Gloucester. For this they received
$100 a ton. Then they brought in
10 and 25 ton loads three or four
times a week, ranging as far
north as Portland, Maine, and
south as far as the New Jersey
Coast.

of California will have the oppdrtunity of being able to express
themselves on that day as to their
faith or lack of faith in the merits
of the services you have rendered
to them as their servant, the Governor of California, on one of the
outstanding issues before you totadjudication during your entire
term of office.
Very sincerely,
AVERAGE FAIR
TOM MOONEY.
On this price the crew found that
The following telegrams were
sent by the Maritime Federation
of the Pacific immediately after the
decision:

To the Governor: "Dear Governor Merriam: During the month of
August, 1934, I filed with you thru
counsel my application for an unconditional pardon and submitted
October 12, 1938.
therewith a petition in support
Justice Black and Reed,
thereof in which I specifically statSupreme Court, U. S.,
ed that only an unconditional parWashington, D. C.
don would be acceptable to me.
In the name of 40,000 maritime
By HAROLD C. JONES
For four years and two months workers I wish to congratulate
Agent, United Fishermen's Union
you
PETERSBURG, Alaska--The Pe- you have deliberately evaded the on your stand in behalf of Tom
tersburg local of the Alaska Native issues in this case and have fail- Mooney. Labor will never be satisBrotherhood here this week appeal- ed to do your duty as a duly fied until Mooney has been freed
ed to the federal government to elected and constituted public of- and the cause of justice served.
MARITIME FEDERATION
start a project in order that work ficial. Through my counsel and
Bruce Hannon, Secy.-Treas.
will be supplied to the men in this defense organization we have
pleaded with you from time to
district and they may have food
October 12, 1938.
time to make a decision on my
Chief Justice Hughes,
for the winter.
"The community of Peterburg," pardon petition and application. Supreme Court of the U. S.,
the resolution read, "is to a great
You have resorted to the time- Washington, D. C.
We protest the ruling of the Suextent dependent upon the salmon worn political subterfuge of declinresources of the territory and due ing to act on the grounds that the preme Court in refusing to review
to the unjustified exploitation by a case is still pending in the courts. the case of Tom Mooney. The labor
selfish and greedy industry interYou are hereby duly notified by movement has supported and still
ested only in profits, this natural me that all court actions in my be- supports this case as an outright
resource this season did not pro- half are now concluded and no frame-up.
MARITIME FEDERATION
duce the usual supply of salmon." other court actions are contemplatBruce Hannon, Secy.-Treas.
The fishermen in this region were ed, and I now not only insist but
forced to accept a 37 per cent cut demand that this outrageous proOctober 12, 1938.
In fish prices.
crastination be ended and that you Tom Mooney,
"In this community," the resolu- do your sworn duty and grant me San Quentin Prison.
, We want you to know that the
tion said, "there are six native an immediate public hearing and
children between the ages of six render a decision on my applica- maritime workers, as a part of orand twelve years, that are not in tion for pardon before the Novem- ganized labor, will never let your
school due to these conditions."
ber 8th election, so that the people case rest until you are unconditionally pardoned. To this we pledge
our .full support.
MARITIME FEDERATION
Bruce Hannon, Secy.-Treas.
LUNCHES AND BARS

Fishermen Ask
Relief Project;
Food Shortage

East Coast Fishermen
Conditions Exposed

MANFRED

Galley Notes
Since the Shepard Line beef,
there have been many attempts to
hide ,and confuse just what took
place, but regardless of how ninny
smoke screens have been thrown
oat or how many insults and names
are thrown at the Marine Cooks
and Stewards by the official publications of certain unlicensed unions
certain events that took place, cannot be talked around.

they could make a fair average
were it not for several reasons. One
reason was that when they found
good big fish under ideal fishing
conditions the company would order them to look for smaller fish,
claiming the smaller fish would can
better. As a result the crew lost
many good days of fishing. Further,
the Pacific Coast men used to fishing under agreement of the United
Fishermen's Union tif the Pacific,
which guaranteed a minimum price,
found a fluctuating market. For
instance, a local newspaper in Gloucester expressed surprise at the
fact that the western men expected
a minimum price. Their statement
carrying out the policies of the
fish buyers stated that it was a
know fact that fish prices will
fluctuate according to the amount
of the catch brought in. This was
still harder to swallow for the West
Coast men as the tuna they brought
in went into cans and not on the
fresh fish market.

CONFLICT IN AGREEMENT
This was in direct conflict with
the agreement of the United Fishermen's Union which provided 6
shares to be allowed to the boat
and seine for the 81-foot boat and
provided that the only expenses to
be deducted from the gross stock
to be: Diesel oil, gasoline wharfage,
fuel for stoves, lubricating oil oil, LUNDEBERG ATTEMPTS RAID
shells, ice, duties, foreign licenses
It is an undeniable fact that
only, and clearance for fishing in Harry Lundeberg
in the name of
foreign waters. Furthermore, extra the Sailors' Union
of the Pacific
compensation for the skipper for his sent a contract
to the Shepard Line
added responsibility is never taken offices in New
York covering the
from the gross. Stock must be paid cooks and stewards
on the line.
from the boat share. Neither can
This contract would call for the
any deduction, percentage, or as- cooks and stevords
working under MC&S DESIRES PEACE
sessments be levied by the boat the jurisdiction
of the SUP. This
Certainly, one can say without'
owners unless agreed upon by the fact has
been substantiated by di- fear of contradiction that the MC
union, nor can the owner charge rect word from
the Shepard Line as much or more than any other
liability insurance to the crew un- to Secretary
E. F. Burke and was union on the waterfront, desires
der any conditions. This agreement further
proven by James Engstrom, live in peace, that this union has
as estalslished by the United Fish- who telephoned
the Shepard Line consistently fought for the unity
ermen's Union also provides that in
New York and was told that the Maritime Federation of the P
the master would not enter into Lundeberg
had sent 'them a con- cific and has always been on reco
any contract with any purchaser of tract covering
the cooks and stew- for and has pushed forward a
fish, wherein a share, bond, per- ards. He
ABROGATE AGREEMENT
added further that Lunde- program that worked for the uniting'
centage, or commission would be berg had
threatened to strike the of the AFL and C10. But as t
The lack of union conditions in
paid for the right to fish for said Shepard Line
ships if he was not Shepard Yine beef was met by ft
the port of Gloucester which is
purchaser.
given jurisdiction over the culinary picket Hee of some 400 man
practically controlled by the Gorton
These attempts to break down department. These charges have Coons and stewards in San FranPew Fish Company no doubt was
established
union conditions was been made publicly and in print cisco and a goodly number in S
a contributing factor to the abrogation of the working agreement resented by the majority of the many times and they have never Pedro; by angry cooks and messmembers of the crew, and they been denind—because they are true. men who left their galleys and can
under which the men had left the
The second main point is that a to picket in their aprons and cap.,
Pacific Coast. Nearly immediately would not countenance the abroupon the first settlement the own- gation of their agreement, which second cook who had been shipped any other attempt to raid our juriswould have meant giving up the through the SUP hall to one of the diction on the West Coast will
er wished to secure more shares for
his boat and seine than provided, rights they had battled for on the Shepard Line ships in New York met with the same response by the
but this was resisted by the crew. Pacific Coast as true union men got off in Seattle and finally ended raak and file of our association.
However, payment on the radio- who, when they saw it was impos- up in the Marine Hospital in San WE DON'T
STAND ALONE
phone and ultra photo pilot was sible to continue the agreement, Francisco. 'While he was there he
•
It
should
be remembered, ho
enforce
get
and
their
grievances
showed Curley Muchas an SUP
taken out of the gross which was
ever, that in any such attacks upon
a strict violation of union rules. adjusted due to lack of support, shipping card. After the Windrush
our union that may occur in t
Two settlements were made ac- three of the West Coast men left was ib port here and ready to go
future, we don't stand alone. In
cording to the union working agree- the vessel. With them also went out this AFL fink from the East
the Shepard Line dispute, aft
Cpast admitted before all the firement except with the above extra four Gloucester men who had
joined the vessel when she came men and sailors on the after deck Jack O'Donnell, dispatcher at hea •
deduction.
to the Atlantic Coast.
of the Windrush that he had been quarters, had outlined the facts
The crew fished tuna until the
union i
shipped from the Marine Hospital members of the firemen's
The
experiences
of
crew
the
of
latter part of August, then turnalmo
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Lite Western Explorer very strongly through the §UP hall to the Winding to mackeral seining. The
inla
MC&S 1
give
rush.
points
out
organization
the
need
of
owner then proposed cancellation
an
It is interesting to note that this per cent backing and support
of the United Fishermen's Union among the fishermen of the Atlanto tell Harry Lundeberg to ml
man
Seaboard.
tic
had
enough
not
True
gotten
the reoff the Windagreement and a new agreement
his own damn business. Certainly,
on the following lines which is port is that there is some organiza- rush, was not a member of the It
must have been plain to the fir
tion
MC&S
of
the
or
those
shoreside,
NMU
who
or
and had been shipfollowed by some of the company
men that if Lundeberg would atwork in the canneries and fresh' ped in the port of San FralleiSCO
boats on the east coast: From
tempt to ship cooks in Frisco t
the gross stock, the following ex- fish houses, but this is only a drop (not New York or the East Coast), day,
when the time was ripe he
penses to be deducted: Oil, ice, in the bucket of what needs to be as a second cook to the Windrush. would
willingly ship firemen a
At
done.
Only by the closest of coopthis time Lundeberg was atsalt, grub, cook and engineer
sailors if it was to his advantag
eration
tempting
and
unity
workers
to
in
of
secure
all
agreements
cov$1.00 per day, for depth finder,
The longshoremen in the ports of
$45.00 per month, liability insur- the fishing industry can the plight ering the MC&S on the Shepard San Pedro
and San Francisco wet
Line.
Gloucester
the
of
fishermen
and
ance, $1.40 per day, incidental
down the line for the cooks and
Now, there may .be a lot of talk
upkeep. From the Net Stock, 5% that of the Atlantic seaboard be
stewards and stated that the
goes to the captain and the bal. bettered. "ON FOR A NATIONAL about how finky the cooks and would be no raiding
of the Jells'
FISHERMEN'S
FEDERATION."
stewards are (about Commissars
anCe after deductions is divided
diction of a West Coast union
Burke
and
Cayton)
underneath
but
on a 50-50 basis between the boat
any other union. The radio operait all lie these two undisputed facts
and crew.
• Attend Your Union Meeting. •
tors, ARTA, gave us 100 per ce
and when you add to it the fact
support and will do so on any be
that Lundeberg is attempting to
in the future.
secure a charter from the AFL covering the firemen, sailors and the THOSE WHO MAKE
cooks, it is certainly high time that WAR WILL BE HELD
VON '<MUNGER
our membership saw clearly what RESPONSIBLE
some people want to do to us.
But let's hope that there will b
no need for its to think in terms
NOTHING NEW
But this game by the right honor- marshaling our own forces as well
able Mr. Lundeberg isn't a new one as the forces of the federation t
on his part. The disruptive move safeguard ourselves against the atthat took place in Seattle some tacks of another West Coast unto
"Die Frelkorps lagen eta
time back which took the secretary that before those who might set
Berlin herutt end stanclen
and the patrolman out of headquar- out to take over the seamen of th
aprunghe re it Jean Sparta:taus
ters for nigh on to two months, United States and put them in thel
which cost the union close to $700 vest pocket, they will think it ove
(es- bolter1.Red einen Streik
and caused no end of confusion in and realize the terrible conseque
inszenierte,dann rueoleten
that port, was financed by these ces that will take place if the
Lundeberg, AFL forces. Now there American seamen are involved in *
lie am n und klopften den'
is beginning to appear in Seattle terrific factional fight; how this
Herren ()teas atif die Pfotee.,
throw-aways and leaflets calling on will assist the ship owners in ever
the membership of that port to de- way, weaken and disorganize our
War der 3-treik zesammennounce headquarters, quit the CIO ranks until the employers will b
gehrochen,ao ens okten
and join the AFL. If we don't, the able to step in and slap us down
leaflets argue, all of its will be on with hardly a blow offered in
die Korps in ihre Lager zu-the way to Moscow. Well, the idea sistance.
eueek."
links up with the old Seafarers'
...,••••••,......1•••••
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HA RILINGTON'S

245 FRONT ST. and No. 9 JONES ST.
NOTE: New Location on Jones St.-1 Block from Eagles' Hall

100% UNION

MIDTOWN S. F.

San Francisco

EAT AT THE

Beauty Operators' Union
(Local 148-A)

Annual Ball and Entertainment
Benefit for Striking Dept Store Employees

SATURDAY NITE - OCT. 15
MUSIC

Sutter and Van Ness
•
-:-

100 Golden Gate at Jones
FILM TAVERN
101 GOLDEN GATE
AT JONES STREET

DELICIOUS
SANDWICHES

•

Scottish Rite Hall

NEW
GRANADA

8:00 P. M.

SAM STERN and HIS EXPOSITION
DANCE BAND
Top Line Vaudeville and Specialties
"A night of fun—for everyone."

Above is the "Das Waren Kerle",.(Those Were Men) written by Manfred von Killinger, present Nazi
consul in San Francisco. Mayor Rossi recently appeared on the same platform with this man in celebration
for the Nazi rape of Czechoslovakia. In this book von Killinger outlined the fun the soldiers had killing
workers. "A battle with the workers was for them an amusing change from the monotonous life in the
camp," he said. He is still the same von Killinger and the same Nazi propogandist.

World War Veteran
ILWU, 1-10's Florist
100% Union

Otto's Florist
2081 Mission St.
Phones: UN. 2234; MA. 9202
Service With a Smile

El FORWARD TO A NATIONAL
MARITIME FEDERATION •

314 Third St.
YUkon 1746
CLEAN, COMFORTABLE
CONVENIENT
Now operated by "Mother"
formerly at Reno Hotel,
San Pedro, Calif.

for the
MARITIME UNIONS

YESSON CO.
100% Union
ORdway 6-7-5-4

TYPEWRITERS
Repairs —New and Used
Rentals

O

Machines

Union Shop
BELL TYPEWRITER CO.
Antiaony R. Bell
EXbrook 0540
San Francisco

formerly at marina restaurant
NOW AT

MArket 9144
"Drop in and See Us."

25 Years of Famous Service

0. B. OLSEN'S
RESTAURANT • TAVERN

98 Embarcadero, S. F.
I.L.A. Supporter

WHERE TO EAT?
Day and Night—

•

GRAND
DAIRY - LUNCH
•

3
MARKET
•

•

14
EMBARCADERO
100% Union for 20 Years.

55 CAFE

Phone DOuglas 9778

Humboldt Hotel & Tavern
1138 Mission St.

San Francisco
Meeting Place for Maritime Men

286 THIRD STREET

55 Third Street

WE KEEP UP THE OLD-FASHIONED IDEALS OF
FRIENDSHIP AND INTEGRITY

F CAFE

26 Embarcadero

Make the MARINE HOTEL your home
***•••••••••••$••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Drinks to Warm Your Heart and a RANK & FILE BEER
BEN ROSE
TERRY NASH
HONG KONG SMITHY

Remember Joe in'34—

M &

MARINE CAFE •

MEET THE BOYS AT

SAN FRANCISCO HOTELS

B. N. Michelsen

THIRD STREET
›.••••••••••••••04.0.4,0:,.:,..,40.00,••••••••••••••••••••
100% Union—Meet your friends at the Marine Cafe

SPARTA HOTEL

WATERFRONT

Federation that came to such a
sorry end and was finally dropped
like a hot ' potato by those who
wanted to see the federation smashed and the seamen split away from
the longshoremen.
It seems that the road that some
people would like the seamen to
travel is to continue this mad factional war. Instead of seeking ways
and means of getting the workers
together and ending the beef that
is working in nobody's interests but
the employers' they are creating a
situation where they will be "cock
of the walk" or there will be no

M

SIGNS and FLOATS

walk at all. One can't help but
shudder to think of the strug
that will take place on this water
front if the Alla issues a natim
charter covering all thhee of t
unlicensed groups to Harry Lun
burg. Certainly we can expect t
the present' policy of disrupting the
MC&S will be intensified. T
those expelled members of our association, such as Hunt and L
pold, will be financed and every
material assistance will be giv
to organize disruption within o
ranks, and like the shipowne
bulletins, stinking blasts of r
baiting will be hurled at any on*
who attempts to meet their disr
lion in the interests of the MC&S..

El

SAILORS'
CAFE
53 Clay
Ph. DO. 9457

San Francisco

El

Favorite Hotels—Close to the Front

Bay Hotel
,/ 24 Sacramento

Lincnin Hot115 Market

THE KENTUCKY
DRINKS : LUNCH : RUMMY

62 Third Street

San Francisco

The Place to Eat and Drink--

Golden Tavern
27
EMBARCADERO, S. F.
MIKE MULLALY, Prop.

an Pedro
Y WILLIAM S. LAWRENCE
ecretary District Council No. 4
II labor organizations of the liardistrict, regardless of affiliati IS or leanings, have banded toier in a common cause and
formed a joint committee to fight
'Passage of Proposition No. 1 at
the forthcoming state elections in
T ember.

"We Will Achieve National Unity" - - •

All Harbor Area Labor Unions
Urge Defeat of Proposition 1;
AFL, CIO, Independents Uniting
son whatsoever get together in
your own home and agree to persuade your friends and others to
refrain from patronizing an employer who is unfair to his employees.
Proposition No. 1 is in reality a
great deal more than the harmless
title form as it will appear on the
November ballot. It:

A sneaker's bureau has been or' ized and a subscription commitee named, to cover all territory
fr
and including Santa Monica,
:tiondo Beach, Inglewood, Willi" gtOn and through to Long
ch.
recinct committees are now at
rk enlisting aid of churches, civi organizations, education groups
-- all citizens in a campaign
against what we claim to be the
it vicious measure ever placed
on the ballot by means of initiative
P 'tons.
Leaders in the fight against Propion No. 1 state that if this antiabor Measure succeeds at the Nov ber elections YOU CAN BE
T IN JAIL FOR SIX MONTHS
A D FINED $600 IF: 1. You stand
front of an unfair place of employment and say "let's don't go in
e; they over work them employees and don't pay them enough to
on." 2. You stand in front of
an unfair place of employment with
or four of your friends and
Y, "this place is unfair to organ-d labor."
kfse of the term "you" they state
ans any citizen of the state of
—Rennes or even a visitor or
transient. Going a bit further, they
Jain that "you" can be sent to a
Penitentiary for two years and fined
3 10o
and any other perif

Defines what constitutes lawful
and unlawful picketing, boycotting
and display of banners:Prohibits
seizure of private property, coercion, intimidation, obstruction or
interference with use of public
highways, streets, wharves, docks,
and other public places, use of abusive or misleading statements or
threats of violence, and certain
other acts in connection with labor
disputes and other industrial controversies. Recognizes the right of
employees to strike and bargain
collectively. Provides for civil damages and prescribes criminal punishments and penalties for and judicial procedure to prevent and enjoin violations thereof. Repeals all
laws conflicting therewith,
Speakers against the proposal
point out that ot consists of more
than 5,000 words, and is made up
of 26 sections, all cleverly drawn
up with many complex cross sections and special definitions. Adding that when stripped of its legal
verbiage Proposition No. 1 is more
clearly shown by the following analysis:
1. When the measure gets thru
defining "what constitutes lawful
and unlawful picketing," your right
to picket (the right to tell the public why there is a strike) does not
exist.
2.. "Coercion and intimidation,"

as therein defined are not what you
have been used to thinking they
were. Under this law almost anything you might do as a picket is
called "coercion and intimidation."
3. The "seizure of private property, obstruction or interference of
public highways"; the "use of abusive or misleading statements or
threats of violence" are already
amply covered by state and federal
Jaws, and sponsors of this initiative
are attempting to use your natural
dislike for such things to get you
to vote for the destruction of American labor, who equally dislikes
them.
4. Recognition by this initiative
of the right to strike and bargain
collectively is entirely superfluous.
These rights have, in the Wagner
Act, already been recognized by tbe
majority of the people of these
United States, our Congress, our
President, our SOpreme Court.
5. The "civil damages" and the
"criminal punishments" provided
for by this measure consist mainly
of exorbitant fines and long imUntil a liberal governor is elected in California, labor's martyr, Tom
prisonment for American workers
Labor will not rest until Tom Mooney will
fighting for job security, fair wages, Mooney, shall not be free.
States In a glorious celebration of his
the
United
of
workers
the
head
decent hours and healthy condirelease.
tions.
6. Proposition No. 1 repeals all
laws conflicting therewith, but not
only that. It makes any further laws
which might alleviate it or make
things any better, unlawful. It ties
up the past and future. The unconstitutionality of any one section of
Brother Ruel Stanfield, fifth victim ot the infamous
this intiative does not make inefModesto frame-up, walked out through the gates of San
fective any of the other twentyQuentin a free man this week.
five.
The Woman's Auxiliary of the Maritime Federation of
So, brothers, let's all get together
to
and unite our forces to defeat this the Pacific and many trade unionists were at the gates
vicious, anti-labor initiative on the welcome Stanfield as he was released.
November ballot. Vote NO on Proposition No. 1.

A MESSAGE FROM RUEL STANFIELD

"you"

Week there is plenty of news
el:nning from that rock that is usuP ' called the Paradise of the Pacific. The most important thing
of course is the matter of
°sing the Honolulu hall of the
M & S. At this time there is a
going along all the coast ports
d °ding whether the hall will be re' ned. We have no fear here that
the hall will not be reopened.
-"hipping here in Honolulu has
been Very good for the past two
'Its except there is a shortage
of full book men who are willing
t . hip out at the present time.
list as an example to show how
We need the hall here in Honotla at least 150 men have been
• Pned out in the last few weeks.
„„.:„vve say that the members of the
& sl should get behind this
ot and pass not only the matter
of eDening the hall but also the
• sing of the $1.50 in dues.
* * *
The big election in the islands
a:s illst been done away with and
I or for the first time has made
'
ine gains in the islands. Six men
'
w0O
were backed by the progressive
''ens were put on the final ballot and
Will come up for final vote
the month of November. This
Proves
conclusively that once la, enters the political field many
acentnrdishments can be made and
7 Y gains can be had by labor
1 °wing its
1,'
power at the polls. One
thing marred the day at the
7
8 — "Sheriff Martin of Hilo, the
o— a B—, who attempted
illassacre the workers when they
were on strike, was elected outfrit for the office of Sheriff.
'
* * *
:The Matson line is trying to put
sonsething over on their ships that
e the men ready to try some
"action. That is just what the
- • owners are trying to get the
8
'41 to do. They are taking all
the .„
"
'eat off of their ships that
up and putting them on
their
'"eir
Other freighters that are runother
,
cg on to the islands. Any cook
Who
knows anything about meats
, know that it will start to rot
Ice it thaws and stays on the
'
k Waiting to be transferred, for
) or three
hours. What are we
14( ing to do about it? Yours for
kpv
ssess.„,„s. AI OHA •

NEW YORK—New York state is going to have one less labor
spy agency to harrass its workers.
The only question is whether or not, it be allowed to retire
gracefully or he given the "bum's" rush.
The agency is the Railway Audit and Inspection Service whose
vicious anti-labor spy tactics were revealed in a recent LaFollette
investigation of such outfits. The chief of the state Division of
Labor now has under advisement the voluntary withdrawal of the
company's license and whether or not the record should show
that their license was revoked.
The whole action was taken after labor organizations really
put the heat on and exposed this agency before the public.
The same thing can be done in California where several such
agencies were found to he operated.

(Continued from Page 1)
mission nor any operator receiving
an operating differential subsidy
shall call upon any governmental
agency to furnish it qualified, licensed, or unlicensed seamen to
perform any duties required of them
on board merchant vessels as long
as the certified collective bargaining agencies can furnish from
among their membership duly qualified persons to perform any duties
required of them as members of the
crews of the American merchant
ships. Employes of any vessels
owned by or operated for the account of, or chartered by, the commission, shall be deemed employes
within the meaning of section (2),
subdivision (3) of the National Labor Relations Act (49 stat. 449),
and the operator of such vessels
shall be deemed an employer within the meaning of section (23), subdivision (2), of said act.
This amendment clearly protected maritime unions against employer inspired attacks through the
a'gency cif the Maritime Commission.
But William Green saw fit to send
the following letter to Senator
Copeland, thus furnishing the reactionaries with sufficient backing in
labor's "name" to defeat this
amendment. The letter read:
"American Federation of Labor
"Washington, D. C., May 10,
"Hon. Royal S. Copeland,
"Senate Office Building,
"Washington, D. C.
"Dear Senator Copeland:
"The American Federation of Labor is very much opposed to the
amendment presented by Senator
Bone to S. 3078. The amendment is
an exact wording of a bill introduced .in the House which was decisively defeated.
"It is objectionable because for

an Pedro Meetings
WILMINGTON
Meets on 1st and 3rd Mondays
ta. 138 AVALON BLVD.
refill. Stump,
Henry Rickers,
Pres.
Sec'y

ILWU 1-13
SAN PEDRO
Meets 1st and 3rd Thursdays
•
WILMINGTON BOWL

SHIP SCALERS & PAINTERS
San Pedro Calif.
ILWU, 1-56
408 So. Beacon St.
Manuel Sonora, President.
Martin A. Sanda,te, Secretary.

Marine Firemen, Oilers,
Watertenders and Wipers.
B. J. O'Sullivan, Agent—Thursdays at 7 p. m., 206% West Sixth
St. Tel. San Pedro 2838, San
Pedro.

Marine Cooks and Stewards'
Association of the Pacific.
.T. O'Conner, Agent, 449 Harbor Blvd., San Pedro.

Rue! Stanfield, happy after years spent in San Quentin, laughs as
Auxiliary of the Maritime Federation greets him at the
the first time it gives the National the Women's
gates after his release.- His greptest hope is that he can greet Tom
Labor Relations Board control over
Mooney at these gates some day.
a government agency. It would repeal the act of June 7, 1872, known
"If we do not go to the polls
A banquet was given in his honas the Shipping Commissioners Act
Council No. 2 of the and vote this initiative down, not
District
by
or
and such amendments as have been
on the night he gained one or two labor men and women
adopted from time to time, which, Federation
More than 150 trade will go to prison but there will
freedom.
his
according to the late Andrew runtat the ban- be concentration camps as there
seth, president of the International union leaders gathered
into the are in Italy. That is their aim
back
him
welcome
to
quet
Seamen's union, had been 'fair to
and we must stop them."
movement.
both employer and employe and trade union
Harry Bridges, international longsomided the
R.
Brown
Z.
Brother
satisfactory to seamen.'
head, welcomed Stanfield
shore
speeches
keynote of the banquet
"Therefore, in the name of the when he pointed out that despite back to the trade union movement.
American Federation of Labor, I all that labor could do every one James Engstrom, president of the
urge the United States Senate to of the victims of the Standard Oil Maritime Federation, presented a
defeat the Bone amendment. Will frame-up were serving out their full watch to Stanfield in the name of
you make this position known to terms in jail. He pointed out that the federation.
Other persons speaking at the
the m6mbers of the Senate?
had the labor movement been able
Harrison George, ed"Sincerely yours,
to elect progressives to office in banquet were
World; Leo
Peoply's
of
the
itor
Coast,
each state on the Pacific
"WM. GREEN,
candidate for secretary
Gallagher,
as
them
of
men—all
seven
these
"President American
and famed labor defense
"Federation of Labor." well as Tom Mooney, the greatest of state
•
Besig, head of the
Ernest
lawyer;
be
now
martyr—would
trade-union
Since Congress adjourned mariLiberties Union here, and
Civil
free.
time labor has evolved many pecuInternational Labor
Stanfield, the guest of honor, Elaine Black,
liar plans to defeat this act of Conrepresentative.
Defense
spoke of the necessity of fighting
gress. The best known of these
the anti-labor initiatives now on
plans, being an attempt on the part
the ballot.
of the East Coast unions to picket
th'e United States commission hirand accommodations of its crews'
ing halls Set up on the East Coast
quarters."
in conformity with this bill, but
Seamen employed by the newly
Green found a way to help the
reorganized line will 'be hired tinshipowner controlled Maritime Com(Continued from Page 1)
der the procedure set up by the
mission in these instances just as
by the Dollar Line from the govern- Dollar Line and the martime unions
he had found a way, to help the
ment has been seriously in default following the bitter struggle waged
shipowners' stooge, Doc Copeland,
for many years, despite payment of by Pacific Coast labor against this
defeat the Bone amendment.
mail contract subsidies to the line. medieval employer, Admiral Emory
Attempts were made to organize
Under the government reorgani- S. Land, chairman of the commisa united front against these fink zation just completed, the Dollars sion indicated.
halls composed of the National and Fleishhacker have been removThe line is being operated as a
Maritime Union, the MC&S, SUP, ed from the line's management and private company even though the
MFOWW and the Var10118 AFL sea- their places are to be taken by majority of its stock is government
men's unions. But what success did executives nominated by the Mari- owned. Consequently fink practices
these attempts lead .to? We find time Commission. In addition, $2,- enforced by the commission with
that in practically every instance 000,000 is to be spent for repairs respect to ships it is operating
that the NMU attempted to support of the Dollar fleet, improvements self on the East Coast will not be
such a picket line, Green and Ryan, of crews' quarters on the vessels extended to include the revamped
with the aid of super-militants on and reconstruction to fit more rigid steamship operator.
the East Coast found a way to ship safety requirements introduced folfink crews on these commission lowing the Morro Castle disaster. FORWARD TO A NATIONAL
ships. This scab-herding forced
Condemnation of the Dollar MARITIME FEDERATION •
NMU men off key ships on the East Line management's labor policies
Coast. Naturally the NMU had to is also indicated. "The Dollar
protect itself against these vicious Line was notorious for its almost
stabs in the back.
callous neglect of the -conditions
The only logical step the NMU
could take under these circum- must be fought in the halls of Constances was to flood the Maritime gress.
Every organization or group of
Commission halls with NMU men.
The success of this 'program has workers that sincerely desires the
been borne out by the present situ- abolition of these government fink
ation on the East Coast where halls and is not Just mouthing a
ships such as the EX S. S. Penn- lot of super-militant phrases must
sylvania, California and, Virginia, realize that we have to gather all
now running to South America are our forces for a determined battle
manned with full NMU crews. How- to see that the next session of
ever, an intolerable situation such Congress adopts the Bone amendsubstias this one where a government ment or an equally good
agency has been set up for the pur- tute to the Maritime Commission
pose of smashing maritime unions bill.

expense of its members. I will
work for the interest of the members of the union.
We all know organized labor in
America is only in its childhood.
We ailk coming of age and must
soon begin to settle down and
take some responsibility upon ourselves. We can not continue to
fight among ourselves and progress. We must decide, once and
for always, if we intend to continue
as we have since 1883 or if we are
going to have national unity among
us workers. We have but one
light by which to guide our foot
steps and that is the lamp of
experience.
Fifty years we were under the
jurisdiction of the leaders of the
AFL. They let working conditions
of the American seafaring worker
degrade to the level of the coolie.
In 1934 when we struck for a living wage and a decent living condition they refused to give us aid
in any way. In fact they condemned
us for our actions. But now that
we are gaining our rightful place
among the workers they can find
the time and the money to try and
fight it. Since 1934 their big locals,
the only ones that were paying
their dues, have withdrawn; but
today these same leaders have the
money that they refused us in 1934.
vance my personal ambition at the Brothers are we going to be so

To Z. R. BROWN,
Rm. 1, 40 California St.
San Francisco, California
Dear Brothers and Friends:
It .is impossible for me to tell
you how happy r am to be with
you again after spending forty-two
months in prison. It is needless to
say who made it possible for me to
be with you. If it were not for you
friends, I would be rotting behind
prison walls with Tom Mooney and
J. B. McNamara.
It was the militant position you
took in our behalf that stopped the
enemies of organized labor from
making us spend the remainder of
our lives behind prison walls. I
personally feel that I owe a debt
of gratitude to the rank and file
of organized labor.
Words do not or cannot express
my feelings or pay my debt to you.
It can only he paid /with deeds of
action. I wish to say at this time
that my undying faith is in the rank
and file. I am willing to abide by
your decisions but I do not feel
that this alone should deprive me
of my ideas and principles. I can
promise nothing more, for at all
times my personal interest has been
second to that of the union. It
shall be so in the future, and in
no case will I use the union to ad-

senseless as not to ask where this
money is coming from?
It seems strange that as well developed as the waterfront labor
movement is today we still find
leaders among us who advocate
a return to the Pinky fold of the
AFL top leadership. It is true that
there are many good militant locals
under the AFL banner, but they
are progressive in defiance and in
spite of the reactionary top leaders
ship. It has long been a habit of
the AFL bureaucrats to use per
capita taxes to defeat any show of
progressiveness among their rank
and file.
In our own movement we find
those leaders with AFL leanings
most active in iiplitting the Mari0
time federation which has gained
so much for us in its short life.
They are the most outspoken enenaies of the East and West Coast
unity.
Personally, I have unlimited faith
in the rank and file of organized
labor. I believe, in spite of all our
enemies can do to stop our marching feet, we will in time achieve
National Unity.
It is a worthy goal, and we should
not hesitate to class all of those
who oppose it as our enemies.
Yours for a National Maritime
Federtaion.
(signed) Ruel Stanfield

Mooney to Another Frame Victim
California State Prison,
San Quentin, Calif.,
10-5-38.
Mr. Ruel Stanfield,
C/O Z. R. Brown, Sec'y,
S. F. Bay Area Dist. Council 2,
40 California St.,
San Francisco, Calif.
Dear Brother Stanfield:
I am enclosing herewith a small
token that AO doubt will serve to
aid you in getting on your feet when
you leave San Quentin Prison. I
wish that circumstances would permit a much more generous one. It
is in no sense a measure of my
appreciation of your valued friendship and association while you have
been incarcerated here with me.
As you go out into the struggle

freedom and vindication these past
twenty-two years, and tell them how
deeply I appreciate the fact that
they have stood so staunchly and
unflinchingly by you and the rest
ciples which we both cherish and of the Mddesto boys.
for which we have sacrificed so
Your suffering and sacrifice in
much. You, are one of Labor's
Quentin Prison, places you in,
San
champions. You have paid with
a position to be of inestimable sero
to
are
willing
you
and
liberty,
your
vice to the workers, and / know you,
pay and pay again in defense of
will do everything within your powto
its
effort
in
class
the working
er to promote and advance their
organize and to gain its place in
cause; and as you go out into the
the sun.
world, I send with you my profound
Bring my warmest fraternal and sincere good wishes and fras
greetings to the workers every- ternal greetings to the workers
where, and tell them how deeply everywhere.
I appreciate the staunch and unflinching campaign that they have
carried on in behalf of my fight for

again, I want you to know that I
have grown to respect you and to
admire the splendid and staunch defense you have made of those prin-

"I wish I could tell you about 'up there,'" Ruel Stanfield says as he addresses trade union leadere
gathered to welcome him back to the labor movement, "I can't because of the parole board," he continued.
Stanfield spoke on the necessity of electing progressives to office in order that Mooney may some day be
pardoned.

gitimate seaman who wished to
help the employers keep Tom Mooney in prison.
Oct. 8, 1938.
The thirty-seven months I spent
Tom Mooney, Box 31921,
in prison I do not regard as lost
California State Prison,
or badly spent. Everyone has not
San Quentin, Calif.
had the privilege of being tutored
Deal. Brother Mooney:
I have just received your check by one of the ablest and best infor twenty-five ($25.00) dollars to formed labor leaders in the world.
If and when all other means are
help me adjust myself in 'the new
world I find on leaving San Quen- exhausted, and you call upon the
tin. It is evident that the thought- Supreme Court of an organized
fulness and kindness for which you working class to write the final deare so well known does not cease cision in the Mooney Case, you will
when a fellow worker is fortunate find, me and all other workers who
enough to leave the grey walls that feel as I feel, ready to strike the
have bound you for these twenty- ultimate blow for the cause of justice.
two years.
The Modesto Boys are so indebted
to you for your valuable assistance
and advice in their struggle for
freedom that mere words fail dismally to convey their deep appreciation. I for one, have not forgotten
that you were one of the first to
greet us upon our arrival at San
Quentin, and that you neglected
your own defense in order to help
us organize our own and get
Marine Cooks and Stewards'
straightened away on a campaign.
Association of the Pacific
I deeply regret that among those
Rudolph Eskovitz, Agent, who sabotaged your struggle for
KsahuThursday, 0:30 P. M., 819
recent AFL Convenmann St. Phone 3077, Honolulu, freedom in the
tion, were delegates from one of
T. H.
the maritime unions. As a maritime worker, I do not believe their
BEER — WINE
representative of the
Marine Firemen, Oilers, Water- actions were
West ',roadway
1186
In
union.
their
rank and file of
tenders & Wipers.
Beach, Calif.
Long
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a
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never
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days at
perience I have
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B's CAFE

T

East Bay Warehousemen drew
about 1200 persons to their lockout
benefit dance a couple of weeks
ago. Truckin', the big apple and
plenty of swing music by Ben Wats
kine band loosened the money in
the pockets of the boys and girls
and sent them spending for the
locked out warehousemen.
A better than "good time" was
had by all.

Nicholas Dillon
•

Agent for C. R. Molle Hooks.
Mailed Anywhere in the U.S.A.

528 S. Palos Verdes
San Pedro, Calif

and the

Belmont Buffet

i

I
527 Beacon St.
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Strike Kitchen on the Coast.

It seems the whole publicity committee has been drawn into election campaign work, and so, for
the last several weeks our IBU
news has been a hit and miss job.
Labor has so much at stake in
the coming election that the work
of every union man is cut out for
him, from now until the night of
November 8, when the last vote will
be counted.

IBU Victory
An agreement was signed
between the Southern Pacific
Company and the MU.San
Francisco Division, Friday,
September 23rd, settling a
long standing dispute between the Union and the
Comp:my, in favor of the
Union.

By HENRY SCHMIDT
(Continued from .Last Week
Outstanding labor leaders from
all over the world were in attendance. Leon Jouhaux, general secretary of the Confederated Workers
of France, was there, and Eddo
Fimmen, secretary of the international Transport Workers of Amsterdam, Holland. Theresa Garcia
represented the Cuban workers and
Brother Guruswami came all the
way from India. Incidentally, he
was said to represent 90,000,000

"President Cardenas, in a twenty
minute speech before the delegates
to Anti-War Congress, which opened
its sessions yesterday at the Fine
Arts Theatre, strongly attacked the
doctrine that one nation may protect the investments of its citizens abroad. He"denounced diplomacy which goes to support big
corporations, saying, 'Diplomatic
war leads to economic war and then
even to armed war.' He -received a
big ovation when he declared 'individuals who leave their country
and go abroad, must accept all circumstances, propitious or adverse,
of the place to which they go.' He
added that the doctrine that foreigners enjoyed privileges over nationals was 'an absurd foreign theory,'
and he declared that if every nation respected the full rights of
other nations, there would be no
diplomatic controversies.

antee its absolute integrity and
strengthening of peace so complete
that it would permit a full development of its progress as efforts of
getting together in behalf of moral
principles and high ideals, sincerely manifested by all and guaranteed
by an American continental navy;
would constitute a desideratum of
thought which unites us in this
congress . . . which should reach
governmental spheres and be adopted as a crowning of the most generous thought of the epoch.'

workers in India.
"President Cardenas, denouncing
monopolies and imperialism, declarSpanish was the official language
ed: 'This mode of thinking and
of the convention, but translations
acting has reached such moral dewere given whenever requested.
formity that even diplomacy itself
A delegation from Brazil was not
has converted itself in a defender
seated. This group had not been
of privileged concessions in favor
elected by the trade unions, hut
of undesirable investors and in a
appointed 41y the Fascist governmenace to the free existence of
ment of Brazil, and, incidentally,
weak people ... they do not mind
they had not been invited. It was
"Do not expect me to be a Miracle FINALLY SIGNED
"Prote.atin.g against wars of ag- going from financial to armed war
Man," he said.
The agreement finally signed pointed out that the trade unions
unions in name only, gression, the President declared in order to achieve this.'
Unfortunately, we workers are places all the positions on the lunch of Brzail are
or liberties and that concentration of wealth in a
right
no
enjoying
counters
under\
the
scope
ride
of
Inclined to leave our destinies in
"He said that he hoped this
thumb of Fas- few hands and the poverty of the
the
under
clamped
the hands of our enemies. We for- the agreement and provides seniCongress would result in the adopconditions
the
one
of
was
masses
get that it took desperate struggles ority rules and other rules of the cist dictatorship.
tion of an efficient system to block
Spain sent a large delegation which produced war. He urged all efforts to use violence as a
to win the eight hour day, the agreement shall apply. This means
work
and
organize
to
workers
Marguerita Nelken, a
right to belong to a union, the in effect that when the service is headed by
means of achieving material prosand a fiery and harder to have the sovereignty of
protection of the Wagner Labor further reduced at the time the congresswoman,
perity. He urged a reduction in
deHe
respected.
nations
trains start across the bridge that effective speaker—in fact, she was weak
Act.
armaments and an increase in exthe members of the Union having elected vice-chairman of the Con- fended his theory of expropriation penditures for education and saniTammany Hall in New York was
is
which
'wealth
said,
seniority will have the jobs that are gress -Against War and Imperialism. when he
tation, saying, 'It is certain that
a fortress of political corruption,
The Mexican CTM spared no neither a product of work nor capi- workers will analfze and condemn
left. It means also that some who
that for years spread its stench into
all.'
enjoyed
by
had been laid off through closing trouble in entertaining the dele- tal should be
the use of secret diplomacy because
the far corners of the world. Then
'Without referring to it spethe main restaurant part of the day gates with banquets and luncheons
it only hides the manouvers for dithe workers woke up, chose sides
eulogized
and substituting the lunch counters In between sessions. As far as hos- cifically, the President
viding world markets.' He urged
against it and today Tammany Hal)
will be brought back into the serv- pitality is concerned, you have to go the principles of the Calvo Doctrine the friendship of workers with the
is nothing more than a skeleton. A
ice and will be eligible to the dis- to Mexico to learn the true mean- and terminated urging that the na- armies and denounced 'the rights
hideous blot on American history,
tions of America make a firm almissal wage when the service is ing of the word.
of peoples which favors the supwiped out by men and women who
On Friday, September 9th, the liance to guarantee their independ- posed obligation of strong governreduced as a result of the trains golearned to vote wisely and who reentire Congress was taken to a su- ence, and also form a continental ments to pass from diplomatic war
ing across the bridge.
fused to be led by political ganggar refinery about 80 miles from navy.
to economic war and war of agDEADLOCK
sters.
"After a lengthy denunciation of
Mexico City. This refinery was built
gression in certain moments of conThis
case
had
been
California has its Tammany Hall
submitted to by the government and is being one gowernment diplomatically inveniences instead of justice. I
and a united front of Labor has the National Railroad Adjustment operated by a Workers' Co-opera- terventing on behalf of its citizens
refer to the international theory
Board,
had
been deadlocked before
chosen sides against It The die
tive. Believe me, they are proud of in another, the President pictured which maintains persistence of naIs cast, the struggle is on and labor that Board and was Bet for hearing it—and rightly so. It has been so the type of diplomatic and military
tionality through the citizens who
has developed a strong right arm: before a Refereee at the time of set- successful that private mills in the alliance he would like to see imemigrate and search an improvetlement.
Labor's Non Partisan League.
added,
'If,
America.
He
planted
in
state have shut down. The workers
ment in life and economic prosperThis committee appeals to every
A special meeting of the members there invited the whole gathering to as it is to be desired, nations can
ity. And this which at first sight
member of the IBU to immediately of the Union employed in the South- stay for lunch, and it was apparent modify their egotistical concept of
seems to emanate from a natural
present himself at the nearest ern Pacific restaurants was held they went to no end of trouble to nationality and citizenship . . it
right and of being in accordance
lacking
inSaturday, Sept. 24, which unani- provide a feast.
is certain that nations
with political conventionalities
mously approved of the agreement
The following day (Saturday, Sep- dustrial development but possess- which so far have been the deterscale
and settlement. Unless the settle- tember 10th) the Congress Against ing prime materials on a big
mining rule of nations is only one
ment had been reached, all the War opened in the National The- ... would receive with pleasure the
the fundamental injustices which
of
saturated
members of the Union would even- atre, located in the Palace of Fine overflow from nations
tually have been forced out of work Arts. President Cardenas delivered with populations . . . productive have their origin in the theory of
in favor of outsiders and some of the opening speech. All delegates forces would thus obtain more con- the clan, that is to say the proclathem who had been laid oft here- were seated on the stage, with the sumers . . nations would fortify mation of the continuity of the
(Editor's Note: This introduces
tofore would not have been entitled public filling the auditorium. The themselves one with another, con- tribe and later of nationality across
you to "You've Got a Right Defendto dismissal wages.
friendship
of
factors
real
stituting
Mexican Army Band was on hand
the frontiers, space and time, thus
ing Democracy." Taken from a pamto provide music. The mass singing and aggrandizement and diminish- engendering in this error a series
phlet by Sasha Small, written about
peace,
disturbing
dangers
ing
the
and cheering must have been audiof fundamental precedents, all of the International Labor Defense,
For America, especially, true hope'
ble for blocks around.
them detrimental to the independ- this story tells how and why deEl Universal, a Mexican, daily, would arise of being able to armocracy is defended in this counreported the President's speech as range a firm alliance between its , ence and sovereignty of peoples.'
try.)
guarwhich
(Continued
next
people
Week)
heterogeneous
follows:
"Books may be burned and citsacked, but truth like the
ies
improved conditions? It was enbranch of Labor's Non Partisan
yearning for freedom lives on in
tirely
the
unity
of
the
maritime. No
League, to offer his services in this
humble men and
one can't ruthfully deny that the the hearts of
fight to rid California of its Tamwomen. The ultimate victory of
Maritime
Federation
has again givmany Hall.
(Continued from Page 2)
that unity. that was born in the tion by the employers should serve
democracy and
• • •
the membisrship a year of estab- tomorrow is with
notice to these officials that that
organizations to the shipowners. It trying times of 1934.
democracy with educathrough
lished
conditions
and wages. We all
What are you going to do about registers another conspiracy that
Men who honestly contributed to unity exists and is known to the
tion, for no people can be kept
Labor Initiative No. 1? The latest failed. The attempt was the re- the building of that unity in 1934 employers, this is not fantastic, all should weigh carefully why we have
eternally
ignorant or eternally
agreements
in the maritime indusinstrument of torture for ham- sult of some wishful thinking on were sure that it still exitsed. you have to do is to think back to
enslaved."—President Franklin D.
try.
There
are
but
few
honest
men
stringing the workers of California. the part of these ambitious petty They had faith in the mem- 1933:What was the opinion of the
Roosevelt (at the convention of
Even Merriam's gang knows that it officials who hoped the conspiracy bership of the various unions, that employers towards your organiza- who will maintain that their orthe National Education Associaganization
is
strong
enough
to
acis Un-American and Un-Constitu- might be successful and that they they would not become scabby tion, if you had one, then? You
tion, June, 1938).
tional, but they know that it will might benefit personally thereby. strike-breakers, even if their of- worked long hours, your pay was quire and enjoy present'conditions
wage
and
scales
without
the
assisttake two years to prove it, and in This program has been operating for ficials tried to have them become considerably less. You had no meThe battle for the defense, presthe meantime the Tammany Gang- several months and the fact that so. And the employers sensibly thod for redressing any wrongs im- ance of the other federated organiervation and extension of the civil
zations
in
the
maritime
group.
The
sters can wreck every union in the the operators signed up with the recognized this condition. The ac- posed and what brought about the
few that have been led to believe and democratic rights of the Amerstate, AFL and CIO.
sea-going personnel and then found
that they are better without a Fed- ican people has today become the
Why are they attempting to put so much to quibble over in agreeeration should carefully analyze concern of millions throughout the
over this Initiative No. 1? Because ing with the longshoremen was
what the conditions were before country. It is no longer the propMerriam and his gang are owned ample proof that they hoped cothe Federation was established, and erty of a small group of idealistic
body and soul by Big Business. operation by some individuals in
well-wishers who dedicated themwhat they are now.
The Charlie McCarthys of the big official's positions in the maritime
selves
to the task of standing on
Blame should be properly placed
employers, who want lower wages unions would serve their purpose.
upon those who for personal rea- guard against each new infringeHowever, their judgment was greatand longer hours for the workers.
sons have magnified every incident ment of the inalienable rights guar"Kill the Unions." "Start open er than their desire. There is no
that occurred in the normal adjust- anteed by the Declaration of indeshop drive." "Cut wages." 'Boost doubt they had been led to believe
ment that the new association re- pendence and the 'Bill of Rights to
the hours." That's the program, that they could direct an attack
quired. And carefully scrutnize the the Constitution of the United
from now until November 8, but against the Longshoremen and the
individuals who were all for separa- States. Those pioneering efforts,
Labor is on the March, and this position of the maritime groups
tion and determine if there were have born frufi. The public conwould be one of secure aloofness,
must not happen here.
not some personal advantage sought science has been awakened to comYou and I will vote wisely, we but they failed to properly appraise
in this campaign so beneficial to mon responsibility for -outrages
— and —
will explain to our neighbors and
against the institutions that every
the employers.—E. B. O'Grady.
our friends that they too should wait until the struggle is over.
American holds dear.
vote out the reactionary labor Funds are needed badly right now.
Every picket line, with the onhaters who are now in control at Today.
slaught of police clubs, the bayonets
Sacramento, that they should vote
of the National Guard, tear gas, the
Several of our collective bargainNO on Labor Initiative No. 1. Re- ing agreements are coming up for
terror of vigilantes that it must
member, the public will be on our renewal. Our brothers of the Red
face becomes a battlefront for the
Nephew of Gen. Pershing
eide if we explain things to them.
preservation of civil and democratStack Company held a rousing
ic rights. Freedom of assemblage,
The chairman of the IBU com- meeting on (Sunday. Every phase
TOPIC:
the right to fight for a decent
mittee to fight this Public Enemy of their working agreement was dis"SPAIN AND THE WORLD CRISIS"'
standard of living, for work, are
No. 1 is Francis Dunne. When a cussed fully and the need for nuall strengthened immeasurably by
member of that committee calls merous changes was emphatically
such enforcement. The same thing
on you, just keep in mind that he brought out by the rank and file.
happens every time an anti-labor
General discussions brought out
Is one of the Shock Troops and
Director of American Hospitals
injunction is denied, every time a
that he is voluntarily fighting your one interesting fact, and that is
In Spain.
victory is won in the courts against
battles and mine. He will have a that San Francisco's reputation as
the violation of such constitutional
letter authorizing him to collect a town that ranks high for its good
"TWO YEARS OF
labor conditions must have forgotrights as trial by jury, bail pendyour contribution.
* * *
ten to cover these workers. Brothing appeal, the right of the people
AMERICAN RELIEF"
to be secure against searches and
Members can also stop at Union ers Guinnane and Perry were electRABBI J. J. WEINSTEIN
seizures, to indictment by a grand
Headquarters where their contribu- ed to represent their group on the
Chairman
jury, to an open and speedy trial,
tion will he accepted. So don't negotiating committee.
Organized Labor Democratic Committee
to representation by counsel for
•
the defense.
25c - 40c
Many who have participated in
this. fight have had to pay with
MARITIME FEDERATION MEN PREFER
their freedom. Prison cells hold
scores of champions of labor and
BOOKLETS
UNION CARDS
labor's rights—men like Tom MooUNION BUTTONS
PAMPHLETS
ney and J. B. McNamara. Hundreds
of men and women have been victims of mass terrorization employed by reaction in the hope of halting the march of progress and de430 MASON STREET
terring new recruits from joining
its
ranks:
, •
Auspices:
Labor and labor's rights are now
ORdway 7431-7432
122 Golden Gate Ave.
Medical Bureau to Aid Spani6
stressed here because any examiDemocracy.
4Everything That's Printed"
nation of what happens on the road
Labor in California, right now,
must put into practice the words of
President Roosevelt. ''It is the
duty of the people to attend to the
affairs of their local, State and
National government, to elect only
those candidates who are worthy of
your trust."

The company had in part abolished the wages and conditions established by the agreement by establishing lunch counters on the main
decks of the S. F. ferries, closing
the restauraets part time and hiring outsiders as attendants at the
lunch counters and paying them on
a percentage basis.
-

Forward To a
National Maritime
Federation

Waterfront Workers!
HEAR

CULBERT L. OLSON
FOR GOVERNOR

JOHN F. SHELLEY
FOR STATE SENATOR

New Deal Candidates:
DAN H. GALLAGHER
EDWARD F. O'DAY
GEORGE E. COLLINS,JR.
JOSEPH GILMORE
GEORGE B. HARRIS
LELAND LAZARUS
For State Assembly

GEO. PERSHING

OPEN AIR RALLY

Clay Street, at the Embarcadero

12 Noon, Monday, Oct. 17

GERMAIN BULCKE, Chairman.

San Francisco's
FAVORITE UNION PRINTERS

GOLDEN GATE PRESS

•
Native Sons' Hall

Lynched in Georgia, tarred and feathered in Calls
fornia by a reactionary governor. A lynching in progress In Virginia.
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enrs,hcoitvi , improved

il and
and
preserved
be
cratic
rights
must
to fascism will disclose the fact
that labor conies first and the rest defended; that whether the at
of the population is deprived of its comes in Jersey City or California,
liberties soon after. When the Sen- in Vienna or Madrid it is the
'
n
ate Civil Liberties Committee began cern of labor and its ft-lend
iend eve
its work with an investigation of where.
labor espionage, it not only disThe ILD has not only encouraged
covered that 2,300 of the nation's but actually has done event .
leading firms used spies and spent in its power to aid in the formats°
millions for their services, but also ofs hgi
wringthe
of ex till
yots
of iouplso,thret
that:
weight
its long
S"The right to organize is the once behind every new effort 10
Important issue of Civil Liberties I.his direction. It has and does .
before the Nation, because deny. ticipate in such committees on
ing workers the right to organize national and local scale such as
invariably meant denying them Scottsboro Defense Committee, the
the fundamental civil rights which American Committee for the "
are the basis of our democratic tection of the Foreign Born,
system." (La Follette Committee Ramsay, Conner Defense Corn lilt.
ing

Report.)
We aim here to present a graphic picture of civil right in America today—how they are violated
and by whom, how they have been
defended, what happens to those
who fall in the battle and to their
families. The picture is not a very
pretty one. But it shows the work
that has been done and what still
remains to be done.
We stress the work of the ILD
organization, because of its pioneer
work and the important role it
plays today in the field.
Between 1932 and 1938 many organizations for the defense and
preservation of our rights have
come into being, particularly trade
union and community" committees
around specific cases, in which the
combined efforts of many organizations have won victory after victory. For the labor and the trade
union movement realizes that its
task is not limited to the winning
of economic betterment alone; that
to secure these very gains of high-

tee, Hudson County Committee
the Defense of Labor and Civil
Rights and the North Amer
Committee to Aid Spanish Democracy.
• But in addition to this building
of a broad defense front, seekin
embrace within its reach the whole
labor and progressive move
the ILD has a tremendous job
own to perform, a job that requ 'eS
assistance and support that —
far beyond the limitations of its
300,000 members and affiliates.
cry day brings new cases to defend,
new prisoners to supply with pf
comfort and their families whose
we must help maintain, new be
for the right to distribute leaf
meetings,
make speeches,
gIiz,
esp,
strike, picket.
This is a picture of the fight
civil rights.
(Continued next Week)
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